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1. Introduction

For a real reductive group $G$ one important step towards the Plancherel theorem is the determination of the support of the Plancherel measure, i.e. the portion of the unitary dual of $G$ which is contained weakly in $L^2(G)$. It turns out that these representations are the so-called tempered representations, i.e. representations whose matrix coefficients satisfy a certain moderate growth condition. Further, one has the central theorem of Langlands.

Tempered embedding theorem. ([28]) Every irreducible tempered representation $\pi$ is induced from discrete series, i.e. there is a parabolic subgroup $P \triangleleft G$ with Langlands decomposition $P = MAN$, a discrete series representation $\sigma$ of $M$ and a unitary character $\chi$ of $A$ such that $\pi$ is a subrepresentation of $\text{Ind}_P^G(\sigma \otimes \chi \times 1)$.

Thus (up to equivalence) the description of the tempered spectrum is reduced to the classification of discrete series representations. A generalization with an analogous formulation was obtained by Delorme [12] for symmetric spaces $G/H$.

In this article we consider the more general case of real spherical spaces, that is, homogeneous spaces $Z = G/H$ on which the minimal parabolic subgroups of $G$ admit open orbits. This case is more complicated and several standard techniques from the previous cases cannot be applied. The result which in its formulation comes closest to the theorem above is obtained for a particular class of real spherical spaces, said to be of wave-front type. The spaces of this type feature a simplified large scale geometry [21]
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and satisfy the wave-front lemma of Eskin–McMullen [13], [21]. In particular, they are well suited for lattice counting problems [25]. The notion was originally introduced by Sakellaridis and Venkatesh [34].

Another large class of real spherical spaces $Z = G/H$ is obtained by taking real forms of complex spherical spaces $Z_C = G_C/H_C$. We call those $Z$ absolutely spherical. A generalization of Langlands’ theorem will be obtained also for this class of spaces. It should be noted that all symmetric spaces are both absolutely spherical and of wave-front type, but there exist real spherical spaces which do not satisfy one or both of these properties.

Complex spherical spaces $Z_C$ with $H_C$ reductive were classified by Krämer [23] (for $G_C$ simple) and Brion–Mikityuk [6], [32] (for $G_C$ semi-simple). Recently we obtained a classification for all real spherical spaces $Z$ for $H$ reductive (see [18], [19]). In particular, if $G$ is simple, it turns out that there are only few cases which are neither absolutely spherical nor wave-front; concretely these are $\mathrm{SL}(n, H)/\mathrm{SL}(n-1, \mathbb{H})$ for $n \geq 3$, $\mathrm{SO}(4, 7)/\langle \mathrm{SO}(3) \times \mathrm{Spin}(3, 4) \rangle$, and $\mathrm{SO}(3, 6)/\langle \mathbb{GL}_1 \times \mathrm{SO}(2) \rangle$.

Let now $Z = G/H$ be a unimodular real spherical space. On the geometric level we attach to $Z$ a finite set of equal-dimensional boundary degenerations $Z_I = G/H_I$. These boundary degenerations are real spherical homogeneous spaces parametrized by subsets $I$ of the set of spherical roots $S$ attached to $Z$.

In the group case $Z = (G \times G)/\mathrm{diag}(G) \simeq G$ the boundary degenerations are of the form $Z_P = (G \times G)/((N \times N^{\text{opp}}) \mathrm{diag}(M_0 A))$ attached to an arbitrary parabolic subgroup $P = MAN < G$. We remark that, up to conjugation, parabolic subgroups are parametrized by finite subsets of the set of simple restricted roots.

To a Harish-Chandra module $V$ and a continuous $H$-invariant functional $\eta$ (on some completion of $V$) we attach a leading exponent $\Lambda_{V, \eta}$, and we provide a necessary and sufficient criterion, in terms of this leading exponent, for the pair $(V, \eta)$ to belong to a twisted discrete series of $Z$, induced from a unitary character of $H$.

In [21] we defined tempered pairs $(V, \eta)$. Under the assumption that $Z$ is absolutely spherical or wave-front, the main result of this paper is then that for every tempered pair $(V, \eta)$ there exists a boundary degeneration $Z_I$ of $Z$ and an equivariant embedding of $V$ into the twisted discrete series of $Z_I$.

In the special case of real spherical space of wave-front type, our result gives rise to a tempered embedding theorem in the more familiar formulation of parabolic induction; see Corollary 9.13. In the case of $p$-adic wave-front space, such an embedding theorem was proved by Sakellaridis–Venkatesh [34].
1.1. The composition of the paper

There are two parts. A geometric part in §§2–5, and an analytic part in §§6–9.

The geometric part begins with the construction of the boundary degenerations $Z_I$ of $Z$. Here we choose an algebraic approach which gives the deformations of $\mathfrak{h}_I:=\text{Lie}(H_I)$ into $\mathfrak{h}_I:=\text{Lie}(H_I)$ via a simple limiting procedure. Then, in §3, we relate the polar decomposition (see [20]) of $Z$ and $Z_I$ via the standard compactifications (see [17]). This is rather delicate, as representatives of open $P_{\text{min}}$-orbits on $Z$ (and $Z_I$) naturally enter the polar decompositions and these representatives need to be carefully chosen. §4 is concerned with real spherical spaces which we call induced: For any parabolic $P<G$ with Levi decomposition $P=G_P U_P$, we obtain an induced real spherical space $Z_P=G_P /H_P$, where $H_P<G_P$ is the projection of $P\cap H$ to $G_P$ along $U_P$. We conclude the geometric half with a treatment of wave-front spaces and elaborate on their special geometry.

The analytic part starts with power series expansions for generalized matrix coefficients on $Z$. We show that the generalized matrix coefficients are solutions of a certain holonomic regular singular system of differential equations extending the results of [27, §5].

For every continuous $\mathfrak{h}$-invariant functional $\eta$ on $V$, we then construct $\mathfrak{h}_I$-invariant functionals $\eta_I$ on $V$ by extracting certain parts of the power series expansion. Passing from $\eta$ to $\eta_I$ can be considered as an algebraic version of the Radon transform. The technically most difficult part of this paper is then to establish the continuity of $\eta_I$. For symmetric spaces this would not be an issue in view of the automatic continuity theorem by van den Ban, Brylinski and Delorme [3], [8]. For real spherical spaces such a result is currently not available. Under the assumption that $Z$ is either absolutely spherical or wave-front, we settle this issue in Theorems 7.2 and 7.6, via quite delicate optimal upper and lower bounds for the generalized matrix coefficients. Already in the group case, these bounds provide a significant improvement of the standard results (see Remark 7.4). The proof is based on the comparison theorems from [9], [6], and [1].
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2. Real spherical spaces

A standing convention of this paper is that (real) Lie groups will be denoted by upper case Latin letters, e.g. $A$, $B$, etc., and their Lie algebras by lower case German letters, e.g. $a$, $b$, etc. The identity component of a Lie group $G$ will be denoted by $G_e$.

Let $G$ be an algebraic real reductive group by which we understand an open subgroup
of the real points of a connected complex reductive algebraic group \( G_C \). Let \( H < G \) be a closed connected subgroup such that there is a complex algebraic subgroup \( H_C < G_C \) such that \( H = (G \cap H_C)_e \). Under these assumptions we refer to \( Z = G/H \) as a real algebraic homogeneous space. We set \( Z_C = G_C/H_C \) and note that there is a natural \( G \)-equivariant morphism

\[
Z \longrightarrow Z_C,
\]

\[
gH \longmapsto gH_C.
\]

Let us denote by \( z_0 = H \) the standard base point of \( Z \).

We assume that \( Z \) is real spherical, i.e. we assume that a minimal parabolic subgroup \( P_{\text{min}} < G \) admits an open orbit on \( Z \). It is no loss of generality to request that \( P_{\text{min}} H \subset G \) is open, or equivalently

\[
g = p_{\text{min}} + h.
\]

If \( L \) is a real algebraic group, then we denote by \( L_n < L \) the connected normal subgroup generated by all unipotent elements.

According to the local structure theorem of [22], there exists a unique parabolic subgroup \( Q \supset P_{\text{min}} \) (called \( Z \)-adapted), with a Levi decomposition \( Q = LU \) such that

- \( P_{\text{min}} \cdot z_0 = Q \cdot z_0 \),
- \( L_n < Q \cap H < L \).

We let \( K_L A_L N_L = L \) be an Iwasawa decomposition of \( L \) with \( N_L < P_{\text{min}} \), set \( A := A_L \) and obtain a Levi decomposition \( P_{\text{min}} = MAN = MA \times N \), where \( M = Z_{K_L}(A) \) and \( N = N_L U \). We set \( A_H := A \cap H \), and further

\[
A_Z := A/A_H.
\]

The dimension of \( A_Z \) is an invariant of the real spherical space, called its real rank; in symbols \( \text{rank}_R(Z) \). Observe that it follows from the fact that \( l_n \subset h \) that

\[
a = a \cap g(l) + a \cap h,
\]

where \( g(l) \) denotes the center of \( l \). In particular, it follows that \( l \cap h \) is \( \text{Ad}(A) \)-invariant.

We extend \( K_L \) to a maximal compact subgroup \( K \) of \( G \) and denote by \( \theta \) the corresponding Cartan involution. Further we put \( \ddot{n} := \theta(n) \) and \( \ddot{u} := \theta(u) \). Later in this article it will be convenient to replace \( K \) by \( K^a := a K a^{-1} \) for a suitable element \( a \in A \). Then \( \theta \) becomes replaced by \( \theta^a := \text{Ad}(a) \cdot \theta \cdot \text{Ad}(a)^{-1} \), and for this reason it is important to monitor the dependence of our definitions on \( \theta \). For example, we note that \( M, \ddot{n} \) and \( \ddot{u} \) are unaltered by such a change.
We fix an invariant non-degenerate bilinear form $\langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle$ on $\mathfrak{g}$. Associated with that, we have the inner product $\langle X, Y \rangle := \langle X, \theta Y \rangle$ on $\mathfrak{g}$, called the Cartan–Killing form. Note that it depends on the Cartan involution.

We write $\Sigma = \Sigma(\mathfrak{g}, \mathfrak{a}) \subset \mathfrak{a}^* \setminus \{0\}$ for the restricted root system attached to the pair $(\mathfrak{g}, \mathfrak{a})$. For $\alpha \in \Sigma$ we denote by $\mathfrak{g}_\alpha$ the corresponding root space and write

$$\mathfrak{g} = \mathfrak{a} \oplus \mathfrak{m} \oplus \bigoplus_{\alpha \in \Sigma} \mathfrak{g}_\alpha$$

for the decomposition of $\mathfrak{g}$ into root spaces. Here, as usual, $\mathfrak{m}$ is the Lie algebra of $M$.

### 2.1. Examples of real spherical spaces

If $\mathfrak{h} < \mathfrak{g}$ is a subalgebra such that there exists a minimal parabolic subalgebra $\mathfrak{p}_{\min}$ such that $\mathfrak{g} = \mathfrak{h} + \mathfrak{p}_{\min}$, then we call $(\mathfrak{g}, \mathfrak{h})$ a real spherical pair and $\mathfrak{h}$ a real spherical subalgebra of $\mathfrak{g}$. A subalgebra $\mathfrak{h} < \mathfrak{g}$ is called symmetric if there exists an involutive automorphism $\tau: \mathfrak{g} \to \mathfrak{g}$ with fixed-point set $\mathfrak{h}$. We recall that every symmetric subalgebra is reductive and that every symmetric subalgebra is real spherical. Symmetric subalgebras have been classified by Cartan and Berger.

A pair $(\mathfrak{g}, \mathfrak{h})$ of a complex Lie algebra and a complex subalgebra is called complex spherical or simply spherical if it is real spherical when regarded as a pair of real Lie algebras. Note that in this case the minimal parabolic subalgebras of $\mathfrak{g}$ are precisely the Borel subalgebras.

**Lemma 2.1.** Let $\mathfrak{h} < \mathfrak{g}$ be a subalgebra such that $(\mathfrak{g}_C, \mathfrak{h}_C)$ is a complex spherical pair. Then $(\mathfrak{g}, \mathfrak{h})$ is a real spherical pair.

**Proof.** Let $\mathfrak{b}_C$ be a Borel subalgebra of $\mathfrak{g}_C$ which is contained in $\mathfrak{p}_{\min, C}$. We claim that there exists a $g \in G$ such that $\mathfrak{h}_C + \text{Ad}(g)\mathfrak{b}_C = \mathfrak{g}_C$. This follows immediately from the fact that $(\mathfrak{g}_C, \mathfrak{h}_C)$ is a spherical pair, since the set of elements $g \in G_C$ for which $\mathfrak{h}_C + \text{Ad}(g)\mathfrak{b}_C = \mathfrak{g}_C$ is then non-empty, Zariski open and defined over $\mathbb{R}$.

Let $g \in G$ be such an element. It follows that $\mathfrak{h}_C + \text{Ad}(g)\mathfrak{p}_{\min, C} = \mathfrak{g}_C$, and taking real points this implies that $\mathfrak{h} + \text{Ad}(g)\mathfrak{p}_{\min} = \mathfrak{g}$. □

We note that the converse of the lemma is not true if $\mathfrak{g}$ is not quasi-split. For example $(\mathfrak{g}, \mathfrak{n})$ is a real spherical pair, but the complexification $(\mathfrak{g}_C, \mathfrak{n}_C)$ is not spherical unless $\mathfrak{g}$ is quasi-split. The real spherical pairs $(\mathfrak{g}, \mathfrak{h})$ obtained from complex spherical pairs $(\mathfrak{g}_C, \mathfrak{h}_C)$ are called absolutely spherical or real forms.
Complex spherical pairs \((\mathfrak{g}_C, \mathfrak{h}_C)\) with \(\mathfrak{h}_C\) reductive have been classified. For \(\mathfrak{g}_C\) simple this goes back to Krämer [23], and it was extended to the semi-simple case by Brion [7] and Mikityuk [32]. For convenience, we recall the non-symmetric cases of Krämer’s list in Table 1.

The pairs in the table feature plenty of non-compact real forms, classified in [18] and [19]. For example, the pairs \((\mathfrak{sl}(2n+1, \mathbb{C}), \mathfrak{sp}(n, \mathbb{C}))\), \((\mathfrak{so}(2n+1, \mathbb{C}), \mathfrak{gl}(n, \mathbb{C}))\) and \((\mathfrak{so}(7, \mathbb{C}), G_2)\) have the following non-compact real forms:

\[
\begin{align*}
(\mathfrak{su}(2p, 2q+1), \mathfrak{sp}(p, q)) & \quad \text{and} \quad (\mathfrak{sl}(2n+1, \mathbb{R}), \mathfrak{sp}(n, \mathbb{R})), \\
(\mathfrak{so}(n, n+1), \mathfrak{gl}(n, \mathbb{R})), & \quad (\mathfrak{so}(3, 4), G_2^1), \quad \text{where } G_2^1 \text{ is the split real form of } G_2.
\end{align*}
\]

From the list of irreducible complex spherical pairs \((\mathfrak{g}_C, \mathfrak{h}_C)\) with \(\mathfrak{g}_C\) non-simple (see [7], [32]), we highlight the Gross–Prasad cases:

\[
\begin{align*}
(\mathfrak{sl}(n+1, \mathbb{C}) \oplus \mathfrak{sl}(n, \mathbb{C}), \mathfrak{gl}(n, \mathbb{C})), & \quad (\mathfrak{so}(n+1, \mathbb{C}) \oplus \mathfrak{so}(n, \mathbb{C}), \mathfrak{so}(n, \mathbb{C})),
\end{align*}
\]

which are ubiquitous in automorphic forms [15].
2.1.2. Real spherical pairs which are not absolutely spherical

Prominent examples are constituted by the triple spaces
\[(g, h) = (h \times h \times h, \text{diag } h)\] for \(h = \mathfrak{so}(1, n)\), which are real spherical for \(n \geq 2\) but not absolutely spherical when \(n \geq 4\) (see [5], [11]). This example will be discussed later in the context of Levi-induced spaces in §4.2.2.

Other interesting examples for \(g\) simple are (see [18]) the following:
- \((E_7^2, E_6^2), (E_7^2, E_6^2), (E_6^4, \mathfrak{sl}(3, H))\);
- \((\mathfrak{so}(n, H), \mathfrak{so}(n-1, H)), (\mathfrak{so}(2p, 2q), \mathfrak{su}(p, q))\) for \(p \neq q\);
- \((\mathfrak{so}(6, 3), \mathfrak{so}(2) \oplus G_1^2)\) and \((\mathfrak{so}(7, 4), \text{spin}(4, 3) + \mathfrak{so}(3))\).

2.1.3. Non-reductive examples

We begin with a general fact (see [7, Proposition 1.1] for a slightly weaker statement in the complex case).

**Proposition 2.2.** Let \(P < G\) be a parabolic subgroup and \(H < P\) be an algebraic subgroup. Let \(P = L_P \rtimes U_P\) be a Levi decomposition of \(P\). Then the following statements are equivalent:

1. \(Z = G/H\) is real spherical;
2. \(P/H\) is an \(L_P\)-spherical variety, i.e. the action of a minimal parabolic subgroup of \(L_P\) admits an open orbit on \(P/H\).

**Proof.**

Let \(P^{opp} < G\) be the parabolic subgroup of \(G\) with \(P^{opp} \cap P = L_P\), and let \(P_{min} < P^{opp}\) be a minimal parabolic subgroup of \(G\). By the Bruhat decomposition, we have that \(P_{min} P\) is the only open double \((P_{min} \times P)\)-coset in \(G\). Moreover, \(S := P_{min} \cap P\) is a minimal parabolic subgroup of \(L_P\).

Assume (1) and let \(g \in G\) be such that \(P_{min} g H\) is open in \(G\). Then \(P_{min} g P\) is also open in \(G\), and hence \(g \in P_{min} P\). We may thus assume \(g \in P\). Then \(P_{min} g H \cap P = S g H\) is open in \(P\), proving (2).

Assume (2) and let \(p \in P\) be such that \(S p H\) is open in \(P\). Then \(P_{min} p H = P_{min} S p H\) is open in \(P_{min} P\) and in \(G\), proving (1). \(\Box\)

**Example 2.3.** We consider the group \(G = \text{SU}(p, q)\) with \(3 \leq p \leq q\). This group has real rank \(p\) with restricted root system \(BC_p\) or \(C_p\) (if \(p=q\)). Let \(P = P_{min} = MAN\) be a minimal subgroup. Let \(N_0 < N\) be the subgroup with Lie algebra
\[
\mathfrak{n}_0 := \bigoplus_{\alpha \in \Sigma^+} \mathfrak{g}^\alpha.
\]
Let $Z(M)$ be the center of $M$. Then the proposition shows that $H := Z(M)AN_0$ is a real spherical subgroup. In case $q - p > 1$, it is not absolutely spherical.

3. Degenerations of a real spherical subalgebra

3.1. The compression cone

We recall that the local structure theorem (see [22]) implies that $g = \mathfrak{h} + q$, and hence
\[ g = \mathfrak{h} \oplus (l \cap \mathfrak{h})^\perp \oplus u. \]  
(3.1)

Here we use the Cartan–Killing form of $g$ restricted to $l$ to define $\perp$. Note that since $l \cap \mathfrak{h}$ is $\text{Ad}(A)$-invariant, then so is its orthocomplement. In particular, the decomposition (3.1) will not be affected by our later conjugation of the Cartan involution by an element from $A$.

We define the linear operator $T: \bar{u} \to (l \cap \mathfrak{h})^\perp \oplus p_{\min}$ as minus the restriction of the projection along $\mathfrak{h}$. Then
\[ \mathfrak{h} = l \cap \mathfrak{h} \oplus \mathfrak{g}(T) = l \cap \mathfrak{h} \oplus \{X + T(X) : X \in \bar{u}\}. \]  
(3.2)

Write $\Sigma_u$ for the space of $\mathfrak{a}$-weights of the $\mathfrak{a}$-module $u$. Let $\alpha \in \Sigma_u$ and let $X_{-\alpha} \in g^{-\alpha} \subset \bar{u}$. Then
\[ T(X_{-\alpha}) = \sum_{\beta \in \Sigma_u \cup \{0\}} X_{\alpha, \beta}, \]  
(3.3)

where $X_{\alpha, \beta} \in g^\beta \subset u$ is a root vector for $\beta \neq 0$, with the convention that $X_{\alpha, 0} \in (l \cap \mathfrak{h})^\perp$. Let $\mathcal{M} \subset \mathbb{N}[\Sigma_u]$ be the monoid (additive semi-group with zero) generated by
\[ \{\alpha + \beta : \alpha \in \Sigma_u, \beta \in \Sigma_u \cup \{0\} \text{ with } X_{\alpha, \beta} \neq 0 \text{ for some } X_{-\alpha} \in g^{-\alpha}\}. \]

Note that elements of $\mathcal{M}$ vanish on $\mathfrak{a}_H$, so that $\mathcal{M}$ is naturally a subset of $\mathfrak{a}_Z$. We define the compression cone of $Z$ to be
\[ \mathfrak{a}_Z := \{X \in \mathfrak{a}_Z : \alpha(X) \leq 0 \text{ for all } \alpha \in \mathcal{M}\}, \]
which is a closed convex cone in $\mathfrak{a}_Z$ with non-empty interior.

3.1.1. Limits in the Grassmannian

We recall from [20, Lemma 5.9] the following property of the compression cone. Let $\mathfrak{a}_Z^-$ be the interior of $\mathfrak{a}_Z$, and let
\[ \mathfrak{h}_{\text{lim}} := l \cap \mathfrak{h} + \bar{u}. \]
Note that $d:=\dim \mathfrak{h} = \dim \mathfrak{h}_{\text{lim}}$ and that $\mathfrak{h}_{\text{lim}}$ is a real spherical subalgebra. Then $X \in a^-_Z$ if and only if

$$\lim_{t \to \infty} e^{t \text{ad } X} \mathfrak{h} = \mathfrak{h}_{\text{lim}}$$

(3.4)

holds in the Grassmannian $\text{Gr}_d(\mathfrak{g})$ of $d$-dimensional subspaces of $\mathfrak{g}$.

### 3.1.2. Limits in a representation

We recall another description of $a^-_Z$, which was used as its definition in [20, Definition 5.1 and Lemma 5.10].

Consider an irreducible finite-dimensional real representation $(\pi, V)$ with $H$-semi-spherical vector $0 \neq v_H \in V$, that is there is an algebraic character $\chi$ of $H$ such that $\pi(h)v_H = \chi(h)v_H$ for all $h \in H$. Let $\mathbb{R}^+ v_0$ be a lowest weight ray which is stabilized by $Q$. Let $a^-_{\pi, \chi}$ be the open cone in $a_Z$ defined by the following property: $X \in a^-_{\pi, \chi}$ if and only if

$$\lim_{t \to \infty} \pi(\exp(tX)) \cdot v_H = [v_0]$$

(3.5)

holds in the projective space $\mathbb{P}(V)$. We denote by $a^-_Z$ the closure of $a^-_{\pi, \chi}$ and record that $a^-_Z \subset a^-_{\pi, \chi}$. Moreover, we have

$$a^-_Z = a^-_{\pi, \chi} \quad \text{if and only if} \quad \pi \text{ is regular.}$$

Here $\pi$ is called regular if $Q$ is the stabilizer of $\mathbb{R}^+ v_0$; in particular, the lowest weight is strictly anti-dominant with respect to the roots of $u$.

### 3.2. Spherical roots

Let $C$ be the convex cone spanned by $\mathcal{M}$. Then, according to [17, Corollaries 12.5 and 10.9], $C$ is simplicial, i.e., there exists a linearly independent set $S \subset a^-_Z$ such that

$$C = \bigoplus_{\sigma \in S} \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \sigma.$$

(3.6)

In particular, we record

$$a^-_Z = \{ X \in a_Z : \sigma(X) \leq 0 \text{ for all } \sigma \in S \}.$$

The elements of $S$, suitably normalized (see [35] for an overview on some commonly used normalizations), are referred to as spherical roots for $Z$. In this paper we are not very specific about the normalization of $S$ and just request that

$$\mathcal{M} \subset \mathbb{N}_0[S]$$

(3.7)
is satisfied. We note that, by [17, Theorem 11.6], there exists such a normalization of $S$; see [17, equation (11.4)]. We also note that (3.7) implies

$$S \subseteq \mathbb{Q}_{\geq 0}[\Sigma_u].$$

(3.8)

To see this, let $\sigma \in S$. Then the ray $\mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}\sigma$ is extreme in $C$, hence spanned by some $\gamma \in \mathcal{M}$. Thus $\sigma = c\gamma$ for some $c > 0$. It now follows from (3.7) that $1/c$ is an integer, and hence (3.8) holds.

By slight abuse of common terminology, we will henceforth call any set $S$ which satisfies (3.6) and (3.7) a set of spherical roots for $Z$. Let us now fix such a choice.

Given a closed convex cone $C$ in a finite-dimensional real vector space, we call $E(C) := C \cap (-C)$ the edge of $C$; it is the largest vector subspace of $V$ which is contained in $C$.

We are now concerned with the edge $a_{Z,E} := E(a_Z)$ of $a_Z$. By our definition of $a_Z$, we have

$$a_{Z,E} = \{ X \in a_Z : \alpha(X) = 0 \text{ for all } \alpha \in S \}.$$

It is immediate from (3.3) that $a_{Z,E}$ is contained in $N_g(h)$, the normalizer of $h$ in $g$. In this context, it is good to keep in mind that $N_G(h)/HA_{Z,E}$ is a compact group (see [20]).

Let $e := \dim a_{Z,E}$, $r := \text{rank}_\mathbb{R}(Z) = \dim a_Z$ and $s := \# S$. Then $a_Z/a_{Z,E}$ is a simplicial cone with $s = r - e$ generators.

**Example 3.1.** Let $H = \overline{N}$. This is a spherical subgroup. In this case $h_{\lim} = h$, $\mathcal{M} = \{0\}$, $S = \emptyset$, and $a_Z = a_{Z,E} = a$.

### 3.3. Boundary degenerations

For each subset $I \subseteq S$ we choose an element $X = X_I \in a_Z$ with $\alpha(X) = 0$ for all $\alpha \in I$ and $\alpha(X) < 0$ for all $\alpha \in S \setminus I$. Then we define

$$h_I := \lim_{t \to \infty} e^{ad tX} h,$$

(3.9)

with the limit taken in the Grassmannian $\text{Gr}_d(g)$ as in (3.4). In particular, $h_S = h_{\lim}$ and $h_{\emptyset} = h$.

To see that the limit exists, we recall the explicit description of $h$ in (3.3). Let $(I) \subseteq \mathbb{N}_0[S]$ be the monoid generated by $I$. Within the notation of (3.3), we set $X^I_{\alpha, \beta} := X_{\alpha, \beta}$, if $\alpha + \beta \in (I)$, and zero otherwise. Let $u_I \subseteq u$ be the subspace spanned by all $X^I_{\alpha, \beta}$, and define a linear operator

$$T_I : \bar{u} \longrightarrow (\bar{u}/h)^{\perp} \oplus u_I,$$
by

\[ T_I(X_{-\alpha}) = \sum_{\beta \in \Sigma \cup \{0\}} X^I_{\alpha,\beta}. \] (3.10)

In particular, \( T_{\emptyset} = 0 \) and \( T_S = T \). Now observe that

\[ e^{t \text{ad}_X}(X_{-\alpha} + T(X_{-\alpha})) = e^{-t\alpha(X)} \left( X_{-\alpha} + \sum_{\beta} e^{t(\alpha(X) + \beta(X))} X_{\alpha,\beta} \right), \] (3.11)

from which we infer that the limit in (3.9) is given by

\[ \mathfrak{h}_I = \mathfrak{l} \cap \mathfrak{g}, \] (3.12)

and, in particular, it is thus independent of the choice of the element \( X_I \).

Let \( H_I < G \) be the connected subgroup of \( G \) corresponding to \( \mathfrak{h}_I \). We call \( Z_I := G/H_I \) the \textit{boundary degeneration} of \( Z \) attached to \( I \subset S \), and summarize its basic properties as follows.

\textbf{Proposition 3.2.} Let \( I \subset S \). Then

1. \( Z_I \) is a real spherical space;
2. \( \mathfrak{q} \) is a \( Z_I \)-adapted parabolic subgroup;
3. \( \mathfrak{a} \cap \mathfrak{h}_I = \mathfrak{a} \cap \mathfrak{g} \) and \( \text{rank}_\mathbb{R} Z_I = \text{rank}_\mathbb{R} Z \);
4. \( I \) is a set of spherical roots for \( Z_I \);
5. \( \mathfrak{a}_{Z,I} = \mathfrak{a}_Z \) and \( \mathfrak{a}_{-Z,I} = \{ X \in \mathfrak{a}_Z : \alpha(X) \leq 0 \text{ for all } \alpha \in I \} \).

\textbf{Proof.} It follows from (3.9) that \( \mathfrak{h}_I \) is algebraic, and from (3.12) that \( \mathfrak{h}_I + \mathfrak{p}_{\text{min}} = \mathfrak{g} \). Thus (1) holds. Statements (2)–(4) all follow easily from (3.12), and (5) is a consequence of (3) and (4).

The boundary degeneration \( Z_I \) admits non-trivial automorphisms when \( I \neq S \). Set

\[ \mathfrak{a}_I := \{ X \in \mathfrak{a}_Z : \alpha(X) = 0 \text{ for all } \alpha \in I \}. \]

Then we see that \( \mathfrak{a}_I \) acts by \( G \)-automorphisms of \( Z_I \) from the right.

In the sequel we realize \( \mathfrak{a}_Z \) as a subspace of \( \mathfrak{a} \) via the identification \( \mathfrak{a}_Z = \mathfrak{a}_H^\perp \). Likewise we view \( \mathfrak{a}_Z \) as a subgroup of \( \mathfrak{a} \).

It is then immediate from the definitions that

\[ \mathfrak{a}_S = \mathfrak{a}_{Z,E} \subset \mathfrak{a}_I = \mathfrak{a}_{Z,I,E} \subset \mathfrak{a}_{\emptyset} = \mathfrak{a}_Z \] (3.13)

and

\[ \mathfrak{a}_I + \mathfrak{a}_H, \mathfrak{h}_I \subset \mathfrak{h}_I. \] (3.14)
Remark 3.3. If $Z$ is absolutely spherical, then so are all the $Z_I$’s. Indeed, let $(\mathfrak{g}, \mathfrak{h})$ be absolutely spherical with complex spherical complexification $(\mathfrak{g}_C, \mathfrak{h}_C)$. Then the compression cones for $(\mathfrak{g}, \mathfrak{h})$ and $(\mathfrak{g}_C, \mathfrak{h}_C)$ are compatible (see [17, Proposition 5.5(ii)]) in the obvious sense. From that the assertion follows.

Example 3.4. If $G/H$ is a symmetric space for an involution $\sigma$, that is, $H$ is the connected component of the fixed-point group of an involution $\tau$ on $G$ (which we may assume commutes with $\theta$), then

$$Z_I = G/(L_I \cap H)_{eN_I},$$

where $P_I = L_I N_I$ is a $\tau \theta$-stable parabolic subgroup with $\tau$- and $\theta$-stable Levi part $L_I$.

3.4. Polar decomposition

The compression cone $a_{\infty}^-$ of $Z$ determines the large scale behaviour of $Z$. In [20] we obtained a polar decomposition of a real spherical space. Our concern here is to obtain polar decompositions for all spaces $Z_I$ in a uniform way. For that, it is more convenient to use standard compactifications of $Z$ (see [17]), rather then the simple compactifications from [20].

For a real spherical subalgebra $\mathfrak{h} < \mathfrak{g}$ we set $\hat{\mathfrak{h}} := \mathfrak{h} + a_{Z,E}$. Note that $\mathfrak{h} \triangleleft \hat{\mathfrak{h}}$ is an ideal.

We denote by $\hat{H}_{C,0}$ the connected algebraic subgroup of $G_C$ with Lie algebra $\hat{\mathfrak{h}}_C$ and set $\hat{H}_0 := \hat{H}_{C,0} \cap G$. More generally, let $\hat{H}_C$ be some complex algebraic subgroup of $G_C$ with Lie algebra $\hat{\mathfrak{h}}_C$, and let $\hat{H} = G \cap \hat{H}_C$. Then $\hat{H}_0$ and $\hat{H}$ both have Lie algebra $\hat{\mathfrak{h}}$, and $\hat{H}_0 \triangleleft \hat{H}$ is a normal subgroup.

Further, we set $\hat{\mathfrak{h}}_I = \hat{\mathfrak{h}}_I + a_I$ for each $I \subset S$, and note that $\hat{\mathfrak{h}}_S = \hat{\mathfrak{h}}$ and $\hat{\mathfrak{h}}_\emptyset = \lim_{I \subset S} \hat{\mathfrak{h}} + a_Z$.

Recall the element $X_I \in a_I \cap a_{\infty}^-$, and set for $s \in \mathbb{R}$

$$a_{s,I} := \exp(sX_I) \in A_I.$$

Let $\tilde{Z} = G/\tilde{H}$. We first describe the basic structure of a standard compactification $\tilde{Z}$ for $\tilde{Z}$. There exists a finite-dimensional real representation $V$ of $G$ with an $\tilde{H}$-fixed vector $v_{\tilde{H}}$ such that

$$\tilde{Z} \rightarrow \mathbb{P}(V),$$

$$g \cdot \tilde{z}_0 \mapsto [g \cdot v_{\tilde{H}}],$$

is an embedding and $\overline{Z}$ is the closure of $\tilde{Z}$ in the projective space $\mathbb{P}(V)$. Moreover, $\overline{Z}$ has the following properties:

(i) the limit $\tilde{z}_{0,I} = \lim_{s \rightarrow \infty} a_{s,I} \cdot \tilde{z}_0$ exists for every $I \subset S$, and the stabilizer $\hat{H}_I$ of $\tilde{z}_{0,I}$ is an algebraic group with Lie algebra $\hat{\mathfrak{h}}_I$;

(ii) $\overline{Z}$ contains the unique closed orbit $Y = G \cdot \tilde{z}_{0,\emptyset}$. 
Note that \( \tilde{H}_I \supset \tilde{H}_{I,0} \). The inclusion can be proper, also if we choose \( \tilde{H} = \tilde{H}_0 \). This is the reason why in the first place we need to consider algebraic subgroups \( \tilde{H} \) more general than \( \tilde{H}_0 \).

In the next step we explain the polar decomposition for \( \tilde{Z} \) and derive from that a polar decomposition for \( Z \).

In order to do that we recall the description of the open \( P_{\text{min}} \times \tilde{H}_0 \) double cosets of \( G \) from [20, §2.4]. We first treat the case of \( \tilde{H}_0 \). Every open double coset of \( P_{\text{min}} \times \tilde{H}_0 \) has a representative of the form

\[
w = th, \quad t \in T_Z = \exp(i a_Z) \quad \text{and} \quad h \in \tilde{H}_{\mathbb{C},0}.
\] (3.15)

This presentation is unique in the sense that if \( t'h' \) is another such representative of the same double coset, then there exist \( f \in T_Z \cap \tilde{H}_{\mathbb{C},0} \) and \( h'' \in \tilde{H}_0 \) such that \( t' = tf \) and \( h' = f^{-1}hh'' \). We let

\[
\mathcal{F} = \{ w_1, ..., w_k \} \subset G
\]

be a minimal set of representatives of the open \( P_{\text{min}} \times \tilde{H}_0 \)-cosets which are of the form (3.15).

The map \( w \mapsto P_{\text{min}}w\tilde{H} \) is surjective from \( \mathcal{F} \) onto the set of open \( P_{\text{min}} \times \tilde{H} \) cosets in \( G \). We let

\[
\tilde{\mathcal{F}} = \{ \tilde{w}_1, ..., \tilde{w}_m \} \subset \mathcal{F}
\]

be a minimal set of representatives of these cosets. Note that every \( \tilde{w} \in \tilde{\mathcal{F}} \) allows a presentation \( \tilde{w} = th \) as in (3.15), which is then unique in the sense that if \( t'h' \in P_{\text{min}}\tilde{w}\tilde{H} \) is another such representative, then \( t' = tf \) and \( h' = f^{-1}hh'' \) for some \( f \in T_Z \cap \tilde{H}_{\mathbb{C}} \) and \( h'' \in \tilde{H} \). We observe the following relations on the \( T_Z \)-parts:

\[
\{ t_1, ..., t_m \}(T_Z \cap \tilde{H}_{\mathbb{C}}) = \{ t_1, ..., t_k \}(T_Z \cap \tilde{H}_{\mathbb{C}}).
\]

With that notation, the polar decomposition for \( \tilde{Z} = G/\tilde{H} \) is obtained as in [20, Theorem 5.13]:

\[
\tilde{Z} = \Omega A_{\tilde{Z}} \tilde{\mathcal{F}} \cdot \tilde{z}_0.
\] (3.16)

Here \( A_{\tilde{Z}} = \exp(a_{\tilde{Z}}) \), and \( \Omega \subset G \) is a compact subset which is of the form \( \Omega = \mathcal{F}''K \) with \( \mathcal{F}'' \subset G \) a finite set.

For \( G/\tilde{H}_0 \) the polar decomposition (3.16) can be rephrased as \( G = \Omega A_{\tilde{Z}} \mathcal{F} \tilde{H}_0 \). From the fact that \( \tilde{H}_{\mathbb{C},0} \) is connected, we infer

\[
\tilde{H}_0 < N_G(H).
\] (3.17)
Let $\mathcal{F}' \subset \hat{H}_0$ be a minimal set of representatives of the finite group $\hat{H}_0/HA_{Z,E}$ (observe that $HA_{Z,E}$ is the identity component of $\hat{H}_0$). Note that $\mathcal{F}'$ is in the normalizer of $H$ by (3.17). We then record the obvious decomposition

$$\hat{H}_0 = A_{Z,E} \mathcal{F}' H. \quad (3.18)$$

Note that, since $A_{Z,E}$ is connected, the open $P_{\min} \times H$ double cosets in $G$ are identical to the open $P_{\min} \times A_{Z,E} H$ double cosets. Hence $\mathcal{W} := \mathcal{F}' \subset G$ is a (not necessarily minimal) set of representatives for all open $P_{\min} \times H$-double cosets in $G$.

The next lemma guarantees that we can slide $A_{Z,E}$ past $W$.

**Lemma 3.5.** Let $w \in \mathcal{W}$. Then there exist for all $a \in A_{Z,E}$ an element $h_a \in H$ such that $a^{-1} wa = wh_a$. In particular, $WA_{Z,E} \subset A_{Z,E} W H$.

**Proof.** Let $w = th \in \mathcal{W}$, with $t \in T_Z$ and $h \in \hat{H}_{C,0}$. For $a \in A_{Z,E}$ the element $a^{-1} wa$ represents the same open double $P_{\min} \times \hat{H}_0$ coset as $w$. Further note that $a^{-1} wa = ta^{-1} ha$. We infer from the uniqueness of the presentation $w = th$ (as a representative of an open $P_{\min} \times \hat{H}_0$ double coset) that there exists an element $h_a \in \hat{H}_0$ such that $a^{-1} ha = hha$. Note that $\hat{H}_{C,0} = A_{Z,E,C} H_C$, and therefore we can decompose $h = bh_1$, with $b \in A_{Z,E,C}$ and $h_1 \in H_C$. It follows that $a^{-1} h_1 a = h_1 h_a$. Hence $h_a \in \hat{H}_0 \cap H_C$ and, as $h_a$ varies continuously with $a$, we deduce that it belongs to $H$. $\square$

Observe that $A_{Z,E} \subset A_Z$. Thus, putting (3.16), (3.18) and Lemma 3.5 together, we arrive at the following polar decomposition for $Z$:

$$Z = \Omega A_Z W \cdot z_0. \quad (3.19)$$

**Remark 3.6.** Consider the case where $Z = G/H$ is a symmetric space as in Example 3.4. We choose $a$ such that it is $\tau$-stable and such that the $(-1)$-eigenspace $a_{pq}$ of $\tau$ on $a$ is maximal. Then $a_Z = a_H^2 = a_{pq}$ and the set of $P_{\min} \times H$ open double cosets is naturally identified with the quotient of Weyl groups $W_{pq}/W_{H \cap K}$, where $W_{pq} = N_K(a_{pq})/Z_K(a_{pq})$ and $W_{H \cap K} = N_{H \cap K}(a_{pq})/Z_{H \cap K}(a_{pq})$ (see [33, Corollary 17]). Moreover, in this case (3.19) is valid with $\Omega = K$ (see [14, Theorem 4.1]).

For $g \in G$ we set $h_g := Ad(g)(h)$ and $H_g = g H g^{-1}$, and note that if $P_{\min} g H$ is open then $Z_g = G/H_g$ is a real spherical space. In particular this applies when $g \in \mathcal{W}$.

**Lemma 3.7.** Let $w = th \in \mathcal{W}$, with $t \in T_Z$ and $h \in \hat{H}_{C,0}$. Then

$$\hat{h}_w = \hat{t} \cap \hat{h} + \hat{G}(T_w),$$

where $T_w : \hat{u} \rightarrow u + (\hat{t} \cap \hat{h})^\perp$ is a linear map with

$$T_w(X_{-\alpha}) = \sum_{\beta} \varepsilon_{\alpha,\beta}(w) X_{\alpha,\beta} \quad (3.20)$$

in the notation from (3.3), and where $\varepsilon_{\alpha,\beta}(w) := t^{\alpha + \beta} \in \{-1, 1\}$. 


Proof. We first observe that
\[ h_w = \text{Ad}(t) h_C \cap q. \] (3.21)

Now, by (3.2), an arbitrary element \( X \in h_C \) can be uniquely written as
\[ X = X_0 + \sum_{\alpha \in \Sigma_a} c_\alpha \left( X_{-\alpha} + \sum_{\beta \in \Sigma_u \cup \{0\}} t^{\alpha+\beta} X_{\alpha,\beta} \right), \]
with \( X_0 \in (l \cap h)_C \) and with coefficients \( c_\alpha \in \mathbb{C} \). Hence
\[ \text{Ad}(t) X = X_0 + \sum_{\alpha \in \Sigma_a} t^{-\alpha} c_\alpha \left( X_{-\alpha} + \sum_{\beta \in \Sigma_u \cup \{0\}} t^{\alpha+\beta} X_{\alpha,\beta} \right). \]

We conclude that \( \text{Ad}(t) X \in q \) if and only if \( X_0 \in (l \cap h)_C \), \( c_\alpha t^{-\alpha} \in \mathbb{R} \) for all \( \alpha \) and \( t^{\alpha+\beta} \in \mathbb{R} \) for all \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), that is, \( t^{\alpha+\beta} \in \{-1, 1\} \).

Corollary 3.8. Let \( w \in W \). Then
(1) \( Q \) is the \( Z_w \)-adapted parabolic subgroup;
(2) \( a_Z \) is the compression cone for \( Z_w \).

Proof. Immediate from Lemma 3.7.

3.4.1. The sets \( \mathcal{F} \) and \( \mathcal{W} \) for the boundary degenerations

Let \( I \subset S \). We define \( \hat{H}_I \) as in (i), with the assumption \( \hat{H} = \hat{H}_0 \), and set
\[ \hat{Z}_I := G / \hat{H}_I = G \cdot z_{0,I}. \]

We wish to construct a set \( \mathcal{F}_I \) of representatives of open \( P_{\text{min}} \times \hat{H}_I \) double cosets in \( G \), analogous to the previous set \( \mathcal{F} \) for \( P_{\text{min}} \times \hat{H}_0 \). Recall that possibly \( \hat{H}_{I,0} \subset \hat{H}_I \).

Notice that the \( \hat{Z}_I \)-adapted parabolic subgroup is \( Q \) and that \( L_n \subset L \cap \hat{H}_I \). The local structure theorem for \( \hat{Z}_I \) then implies that \( Q \times_L (L / L \cap \hat{H}_I) \to \hat{Z}_I \) is an open immersion onto the \( P_{\text{min}} \)-orbit \( P_{\text{min}} \cdot z_{0,I} \). Moreover \( A_{Z_I} = A_Z / A_I \). Realize \( a_{Z_I} \subset a_Z \) via \( a_I^{+a_Z} \) and set \( T_{Z_I} = \exp(i a_{Z_I}) \). Let \( \hat{F}_I \) be a minimal set of representatives of the open \( P_{\text{min}} \times \hat{H}_I \) double cosets which are of the form \( \hat{w} = \hat{t}_I h_{I} \in \hat{F}_I \), with \( \hat{t}_I \in T_{Z_I} \) and \( h_{I} \in \hat{H}_I, C \). As before, we also have a minimal set \( \mathcal{F}_I \) of representatives for the open cosets for the smaller group \( P_{\text{min}} \times \hat{H}_{I,0} \), such that
\[ \hat{F}_I \subset \mathcal{F}_I = \{ w_{1,I}, \ldots, w_{k,I} \}, \]
where \( w_{j,I} = t_{j,I} h_{j,I} \) with \( t_{j,I} \in T_{Z_I} \) and \( h_{j,I} \in \hat{H}_{I,C,0} \).

Finally, in analogy to \( \mathcal{F} \), we choose \( \mathcal{F}_I \) as a minimal set of representatives for \( \hat{H}_{I,0} / \hat{H}_I A_I \), and set \( \mathcal{W}_I := \mathcal{F}_I \mathcal{F}_I' \). Then the polar decomposition of \( Z_I \) is given by
\[ Z_I = \Omega \hat{A}_Z \mathcal{W}_I \cdot z_{0,I}, \]
with \( \Omega \subset G \) being a compact subset of the form \( \mathcal{F}_I' K \) for a finite set \( \mathcal{F}_I' \subset G \).
3.5. Relating $\mathcal{W}_I$ to $\mathcal{W}$

We start with a general lemma.

**Lemma 3.9.** Let $Z=G/H$ be a real spherical space and $g\in G$ be such that $P_{\text{min}}gH_I$ is open in $G$. Then there exists $s_0>0$ such that $P_{\text{min}}ga_{s,I}H$ is open and equal to $P_{\text{min}}ga_{s_0,I}H$ for all $s\geq s_0$.

**Proof.** If there were a sequence $s_n>0$ tending to infinity with $p+\text{Ad}(ga_{s_n,I}h)\subseteq g$ for all $n$, then $\lim_{n\to\infty}(p+\text{Ad}(g)\text{Ad}(a_{s_n,I}h))=p+\text{Ad}(g)h_I$ would be a subspace of $g$ with positive codimension, which contradicts the assumption on $g$. Hence $P_{\text{min}}ga_{s,I}H$ is open for all $s\geq s_0$, for some $s_0$. By continuity, this implies that the sets are equal. \hfill \Box

Fix an element $w_I\in W_I$ and observe that $P_{\text{min}}w_IH_I$ is open in $G$. Lemma 3.9 then gives an element $w\in W$ and an $s_0>0$ such that $P_{\text{min}}wa_{s,I}H= P_{\text{min}}wH$ for all $s\geq s_0$. We say that $w$ corresponds to $w_I$, but note that $w$ is not necessarily unique.

**Lemma 3.10.** Let $w_I\in W_I$ and let $w\in W$ correspond to $w_I$. With $s_0>0$ as above, there exist for each $s\geq s_0$ elements $u_s\in U$, $b_s\in A_Z$, $m_s\in M$ and $h_s\in H$, each depending continuously on $s\geq s_0$, such that

\begin{equation}
(1) \quad w_Ia_{s,I}=u_s b_s m_s w h_s.
\end{equation}

Moreover,

\begin{equation}
(2) \quad \text{the elements } u_s \text{ and } b_s \text{ are unique and depend analytically on } s;
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
(3) \quad \lim_{s\to\infty}(a_{s,I} b_s^{-1})=1;
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
(4) \quad \lim_{s\to\infty} a_s =1;
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
(5) \quad m_s \text{ can be chosen such that } \lim_{s\to\infty} m_s \text{ exists in } M.
\end{equation}

**Proof.** By Corollary 3.8, the map

\begin{equation}
(U \times A_Z \times M) / (M \cap H_w) \longrightarrow P_{\text{min}}w_{\cdot}z_0,
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
(u,a,m) \mapsto uamw_{\cdot}z_0,
\end{equation}

is a diffeomorphism (local structure theorem for $Z_w$). As $w_Ia_{s,I}\in P_{\text{min}}w_{\cdot}z_0$ for $s\geq s_0$, this gives (1) and (2).

After enlarging $G$ to $G \times \mathbb{R}^\infty$ we can, via the affine cone construction (see [22, Corollary 3.8]), assume that $Z=G/H$ is quasi-affine.

Let us denote by $\Gamma$ the set (of equivalence classes) of finite-dimensional irreducible $H$-spherical and $K$-spherical representations. To begin with, we recall a few facts from §3.1.2 and from [20].

For a representation $(\pi, V)\in \Gamma$ we denote its highest weight by $\lambda_\pi \in \mathfrak{a}^\ast$. Let $(\pi, V)\in \Gamma$ and $0\neq v_H\in V$ be an $H$-fixed vector which we expand into $\mathfrak{a}$-eigenvectors:

\begin{equation}
v_H = \sum_{\nu \in \Lambda_\pi} v_{-\lambda_\pi + \nu}.
\end{equation}
tempered spectrum

Here $\Lambda_\pi \subset \mathbb{N}_0 \Sigma_\pi$ is such that $-\lambda + \Lambda_\pi$ is the $\mathfrak{a}$-weight spectrum of $v_H$. Note that $v_{-\lambda_i}$ is a lowest-weight vector which is fixed by $M$.

As $\Lambda_\pi | a_\pi \leq 0$ (see [20, Lemma 5.3]), we deduce that the limit

$$v_{H,I} := \lim_{s \to \infty} a_{s,I}^\lambda \pi(a_{s,I}) v_H$$

exists. Moreover, with $\Lambda_{\pi,I} := \{ \nu \in \Lambda_\pi : \nu(X_I) = 0 \}$, we obtain that $v_{H,I} = \sum_{\nu \in \Lambda_{\pi,I}} v_{-\lambda_i + \nu}$. Note that $v_{H,I}$ is $H_I$-fixed.

Let $w = th$ and $u_{I} = t_I h_I$, with our previous notation. From (1) we obtain

$$a_{s,I}^\lambda \pi(t_I h_I a_{s,I}) v_H = a_{s,I}^\lambda \pi(u_{s,b}s t_I) v_H,$$

(3.22)

and hence, by passing to the limit $s \to \infty$,

$$\pi(t_I) v_{H,I} = \lim_{s \to \infty} a_{s,I}^\lambda \pi(u_{s,b}s t_I) v_H.$$ (3.23)

Let $v^* \in V^*$ be a highest-weight vector in the dual representation, and apply it to (3.23). Since $v^*(v_H) = v^*(v_{H,I}) = v^*(v_{-\lambda_i}) \neq 0$, we get

$$t_I^{-\lambda_i} = t^{-\lambda_i} \lim_{s \to \infty} (a_{s,I} b_{s}^{-1})^\lambda,$$

and therefore $\lim_{s \to \infty} (a_{s,I} b_{s}^{-1})^\lambda = 1$. Since $Z$ is quasi-affine, it follows that $\{ \lambda_\pi : \pi \in \Gamma \}$ spans $a_Z^*$ (see [22, Lemma 3.4], and hence (3).

We move on to the fourth assertion. We first show that $(u_{s})_s$ is bounded in $U$ when $s \to \infty$. For that, let $X_1, ..., X_n$ be a basis for $u$ consisting of root vectors $X_j$ with associated roots $\alpha_j$. The map

$$R^n \to U,$$

$$(x_1, ..., x_n) \mapsto \exp(x_n X_n) \cdot ... \cdot \exp(x_1 X_1),$$

is a diffeomorphism. Let $(x_1(s), ..., x_n(s))$ be the coordinate vector of $u_{s} \in U$, which we claim is bounded.

We fix an ordering of $\Sigma_\pi$ with the property that if a root $\alpha$ can be expressed as a sum of other roots $\beta$, then only roots $\beta \leq \alpha$ will occur. It suffices to show, for any given index $j$, that if $x_i(s)$ is bounded for all $i$ with $\alpha_i < \alpha_j$, then so is $x_i(s)$ for each $i$ with $\alpha_i = \alpha_j$.

We now fix $\pi$ such that it is regular, that is, the highest weight $\lambda = \lambda_\pi$ satisfies $\lambda(\alpha^\vee) > 0$ for all $\alpha \in \Sigma_\pi$. Then the map $X \mapsto d\pi(X) v_{-\lambda}$ is injective from $u$ into $V$. 
We compare vectors of weight $-\lambda + \alpha_j$ on both sides of (3.23). On the left side we have $t_I^{-\lambda + \alpha_j} v_{-\lambda + \alpha_j}$ if $\alpha_j \in \Lambda_{\pi, I}$, and 0 otherwise. By applying the Taylor expansion of $\exp$, we find on the other side

$$\lim_{s \to \infty} a_{s,I}^{-\lambda} \left( \sum_{m,\nu} (b_s t)^{-\lambda + \nu} \frac{x(s)^m}{m!} d\pi(X_m)^m \ldots d\pi(X_1)^m \pi(m_s v_{-\lambda + \nu}) \right),$$

where the sum extends over all multi-indices $m=(m_1, \ldots, m_n)$ and all $\nu \in \Lambda_{\pi}$ for which $\alpha_j = \sum_{i=1}^n m_i \alpha_i + \nu$.

Notice that by (3) the product $a_{s,I}^{-\lambda} (b_s t)^{-\lambda + \nu} = (a_{s,I}^{-1})^{\lambda - \nu} a_{s,I}^{\nu}$ remains bounded when $s \to \infty$. Likewise, by our assumption on the index $j$, all the terms with $m_i \neq 0$ for some $i$ with $\alpha_i \neq \alpha_j$ (and hence $m_i = 0$ for all $i$ with $\alpha_i = \alpha_j$) are bounded. The remaining terms are those of the form

$$a_{s,I}^{-\lambda} (b_s t)^{-\lambda} x_i(s) d\pi(X_i)v_{-\lambda},$$

where $\alpha_i = \alpha_j$. It follows by linear independence that $x_i(s)$ is bounded for each of these $i$ as claimed, i.e. $(u_s)_s$ is bounded.

Finally, we show that $u_s$ converges to 1. Otherwise there exists $u \neq 1$ and a sequence $s_k$ of positive numbers tending to infinity such that $u_k := u_{s_k} \to u$. We may assume in addition that $m_k := m_{s_k}$ is convergent with a limit $m$. We apply (1) to $\hat{z}_0 \in \hat{Z}$:

$$w_I a_{s_k,I} \cdot \hat{z}_0 = u_k m_k b_k t \cdot \hat{z}_0,$$

and take the limit

$$t_I \cdot \hat{z}_{0,I} = u m t \cdot \hat{z}_{0,I}.$$ (3.24)

The local structure theorem for $\hat{Z}_I = G/\hat{H}_I$ then implies $u = 1$, which completes the proof of (4).

The proof of (4) shows as well that the limit $m$ of every converging subsequence of $m_s$ satisfies $t_I \cdot \hat{z}_{0,I} = m t \cdot \hat{z}_{0,I}$, and hence determines a unique element in $M/(M \cap \hat{H}_I)$. Thus $\lim_{s \to \infty} m_s (M \cap \hat{H}_I)$ exists. Notice that $(M \cap H_w)_c$ has finite index in $M \cap H_I$, as the Lie algebras of the two groups coincide. By continuity with respect to $s$, it follows that $m_s (M \cap H_w)_c$ converges in $M/(M \cap H_w)_c$. Now (5) follows by trivializing this bundle in a neighborhood of the limit point.

Remark 3.11. With the assumption and notation of the preceding lemma, let $m := \lim_{s \to \infty} m_s$. Then (3.24) implies the relation

$$(\hat{h}_I)_{w_I} = \text{Ad}(m)(\hat{h}_w)_I,$$
where \((\hat{h})_I := (\hat{h})_I + a_I\). To see this, first note that \(a_I \subset (\hat{h})_I\) by Lemma 3.5, and hence (by dimension) it suffices to show that

\[
Ad(m)(\hat{h})_I \subset (\hat{h})_I.
\]

(3.25)

Let \(X \in (\hat{h})_I\) and choose \(X(s) \in Ad(a_s,I)\hat{h}_I\) with \(X(s) \to X\) for \(s \to \infty\). The fundamental vector field on \(\hat{Z}_I\) corresponding to \(Ad(m)X\) has a zero at \(ma_{s,I}w_0\), and from

\[
t_I \cdot \hat{z}_0, I = t_I \cdot \lim_{s \to \infty} a_{s,I} t_I w_0.
\]

we deduce that the fundamental vector field corresponding to \(Ad(m)X\) then has a zero at \(mt_I \cdot \hat{z}_0, I\). Now, (3.25) follows from (3.24) and the fact that \((\hat{H})_I\) is the stabilizer of \(t_I \cdot \hat{z}_0, I\).

3.6. Unimodularity

For a moment, let \(G\) be a any arbitrary Lie group and \(H < G\) be a closed subgroup. We call the homogeneous space \(Z = G/H\) unimodular provided that \(Z\) carries a \(G\)-invariant positive Borel measure, and recall that this is the case if and only if the attached modular character

\[
\Delta_Z: H \longrightarrow \mathbb{R},
\]

\[
h \mapsto \frac{|\det Ad_h(h)|}{|\det Ad_g(h)|} = \frac{1}{|\det Ad_{g/h}(h)|},
\]

(3.26)

is trivial.

After these preliminaries, we return to our initial set-up of a real spherical space \(Z = G/H\) and its boundary degenerations. In this context, we record the following result.

**Lemma 3.12.** Let \(Z\) be a real spherical space which is unimodular. Then all boundary degenerations \(Z_I\) are unimodular.

**Proof.** The fact that the map \(X \mapsto \text{tr}(\text{ad}X)\) is trivial in \(\mathfrak{h}^*\) is a closed condition on \(d\)-dimensional Lie subalgebras in \(\mathfrak{g}\). Now apply (3.9).

4. Levi-induced spherical spaces

Let \(Z = G/H\) be a real spherical space. Let \(P < G\) be a parabolic subgroup and \(P = G_PU_P\) a Levi decomposition. Then \(G_P \simeq P/U_P\). We write

\[
pr_P: P \longrightarrow G_P
\]
for the projection homomorphism. Define $H_P := \text{pr}_P(H \cap P)$ and set

$$Z_P := G_P/H_P.$$  

Note that $H_P \subset G_P$ is an algebraic subgroup.

**Proposition 4.1.** The space $Z_P$ is real spherical.

**Proof.** Let $Q_{\text{min}} < P$ be a minimal parabolic subgroup of $G$. According to [26], we have that the number of $Q_{\text{min}}$-orbits in $Z$ is finite. In particular, we have that the number of $Q_{\text{min}}$-orbits in $P/(P \cap H) \subset Z$ is finite. Observe that $Q_{\text{min}, P} := \text{pr}_P(Q_{\text{min}})$ is a minimal parabolic subgroup of $G_P$. It follows that the number of $Q_{\text{min}, P}$-orbits in $Z_P$ is finite. In particular, there exist open orbits, i.e. $Z_P$ is real spherical. 

We call $Z_P$ the **Levi-induced real spherical space** attached to $P$.

### 4.1. Induced parabolics with respect to open $P$-orbits

In the sequel we are only interested in parabolic subgroups containing the fixed minimal parabolic subgroup $P_{\text{min}}$. We recall the parametrization of these. Recall that \( \Sigma = \Sigma(g, a) \subset a^* \) is the root system attached to the pair \((g, a)\). Let \( \Sigma^+ \subset \Sigma \) be the positive system attached to $N$, and \( \Pi \subset \Sigma^+ \) be the associated set of simple roots. The parabolic subgroups $P \supset P_{\text{min}}$ are in one-to-one correspondence with the subsets $F \subset \Pi$. The parabolic subgroup $P_F$ attached to $F \subset \Pi$ has Levi decomposition $P_F = G_F U_F$, where $G_F = Z_G(a_F)$ with

$$a_F = \{X \in a : \alpha(X) = 0 \text{ for all } \alpha \in F\},$$

and

$$u_F = \bigoplus_{\alpha \in \Sigma^* \setminus \langle F \rangle} g^\alpha.$$  

In these formulas $g^\alpha \subset g$ is the root space attached to $\alpha \in \Sigma$ and $\langle F \rangle \subset \Sigma$ denotes the root system generated by $F$.

The space $a$ decomposes orthogonally as $a = a_F \oplus a^F$, with

$$a^F := \text{span}\{\alpha^\vee : \alpha \in \Pi \setminus F\},$$

where $\alpha^\vee \in a$ is the coroot associated with $\alpha$. Observe that $A^F$ is a maximal split torus of the semi-simple commutator group $[G_F, G_F]$, and that $P_{\text{min}, F} := P_{\text{min}} \cap G_F$ is a minimal parabolic subgroup of $G_F$ with unipotent radical $U^F$, where

$$u^F = \bigoplus_{\alpha \in \langle F \rangle^+} g^\alpha.$$
Denote $\text{pr}_F = \text{pr}_{P_F}$, $H_F = H_{P_F}$ and

$$Z_F := Z_{P_F} = G_F / H_F,$$

the Levi-induced homogeneous space attached to $P_F$.

We write $F_Q \subset \Pi$ for the set which corresponds to $Q$. In the sequel we are particularly interested in those parabolic subgroups $P_F$ which contain $Q$, that is, for which $F \supset F_Q$. For later reference, we note that

$$\mathfrak{g}^\alpha \subset \mathfrak{h}, \quad \alpha \in \langle F_Q \rangle. \quad (4.1)$$

### 4.2. Examples of induced spaces

#### 4.2.1. Symmetric spaces

Assume, as in Example 3.4, that $Z$ is a symmetric space. The $Z$-adapted parabolic subgroup $Q$ is $\tau_\theta$-stable, and so are also all parabolic subgroups $P_F \supset Q$. In particular, we have

$$P_F \cap H = G_F \cap H = H_F$$

and $Z_F = G_F / H_F$ is a symmetric space, which embeds into $Z$.

#### 4.2.2. Triple spaces

For a general real spherical space it is an unfortunate fact that basic properties of $Z$ are typically not inherited by $Z_F$. For example, if $Z$ is affine/unimodular/has trivial automorphism group, then one cannot expect the same for the induced space $Z_F$. This is all well illustrated in the basic example of triple spaces. Let $G := \text{SO}_e(1, n)$ for $n \geq 2$ and set

$$G := G \times G \times G.$$

Then

$$H := \Delta_3(G) := \{ (g, g, g) : g \in G \}$$

is a real spherical subgroup of $G$. Let

$$P_{\text{min}} := P_1 \times P_2 \times P_3$$

be a minimal parabolic subgroup of $G$, that is, each $P_i < G$ is a minimal (and maximal) parabolic subgroup of $G$. The condition that $HP_{\text{min}} \subset G$ is open means that all $P_i$ are pairwise different (see [11]). Note that $Q = P_{\text{min}}$ in this case. Note that $\Sigma = A_1 \times A_1 \times A_1$. 
and thus $\Pi = \{\alpha_1, \alpha_2, \alpha_3\}$. There are six proper parabolic subgroups $P_F$ containing $Q$.

For example if $|F| = 1$, say $F = \{\alpha_3\}$, one has

$$P_{\{\alpha_3\}} = P_1 \times P_2 \times G,$$

whereas for $|F| = 2$, say $F = \{\alpha_2, \alpha_3\}$, one has

$$P_{\{\alpha_2, \alpha_3\}} := P_1 \times G \times G.$$

Let $A < P_{\text{min}}$ be a maximal split torus. Then $A = A_1 \times A_2 \times A_3$.

Further, we let $M_i < P_i$ be a maximal compact subgroup which commutes with $A_i$. Denote by $p_i : P_i \to M_i A_i$ the projection along $N_i$.

The real spherical subgroups $H_F$ for our above choices of $F$ are given by

$$H_{\{\alpha_3\}} = \{(p_1(g), p_2(g), g) : g \in P_1 \cap P_2\} \simeq P_1 \cap P_2,$$

$$H_{\{\alpha_2, \alpha_3\}} = \{(m_1 a_1 n_1, m_1 a_1 n_1) : m_1 a_1 n_1 \in M_1 A_1 N_1\} = \Delta_3(M_1 A_1) \Delta_2(N_1) \simeq P_1.$$

Of special interest is the case $G = SO_e(1, 2) \simeq PSL(2, \mathbb{R})$. Here, in the three cases with $|F| = 1$, one has that $H_F$ is reductive (a split torus), while this is not the case for $|F| = 2$. Even more, for $|F| = 2$ the spaces $Z_F$ are not even unimodular and have non-trivial automorphism groups. We remark that the fine polar geometry of this example is described in [11], and that trilinear functionals related to $Z$ were studied by Bernstein and Reznikov [5].

One might think that there is always a Levi decomposition $P_F = G'_F U_F$ for which one has $P_F \cap H < G'_F$. The triple cases with $|F| = 2$ show that this is not the case in general. Hence, unlike to the symmetric situation, we cannot expect to have embeddings $Z_F \hookrightarrow Z$ in general.

### 4.3. Induced adapted parabolics

For $F \supset F_Q$ we let

$$Q_F = Q \cap G_F = \text{pr}_F(Q),$$

which is a parabolic subgroup of $G_F$. It has the Levi decomposition $Q_F = L_F U_{Q,F}$, where $L_F = L$ and $U_{Q,F} = U \cap G_F$.

**Lemma 4.2.** The following assertions hold:

1. $Q_F H_F = P_{\text{min},F} H_F$ is open in $G_F$;
2. $L \cap h = q_F \cap h_F$;
3. $Q_F$ is the $Z_F$-adapted parabolic subgroup of $G_F$ containing $P_{\text{min},F}$. 


Proof. As \( Q \subset P \) and \( \text{pr}_F : P \to G \) is a homomorphism, we obtain
\[
Q_F H_F = \text{pr}_F ((QH) \cap P_F) = \text{pr}_F ((P_{\text{min}} H) \cap P_F) = P_{\text{min}, F} H_F.
\]
This is an open set, since \( \text{pr}_F : P \to G \) is an open map. Further we note that the Lie algebra of \( Q_F \) is given by
\[
q_F = q \cap g_F = l + u_F.
\]
(4.2)
We recall (3.2). It follows that
\[
\mathfrak{h} \cap \mathfrak{p}_F = l \cap \mathfrak{h} + \{ \bar{X}(\bar{X}) : \bar{X} \in \bar{u}_F \}.
\]
This in turn gives that
\[
\mathfrak{h}_F = \text{pr}_F (\mathfrak{h} \cap \mathfrak{p}_F) = l \cap \mathfrak{h} + \{ \bar{X} + (\text{pr}_F \circ T)(\bar{X}) : \bar{X} \in \bar{u}_F \}.
\]
(4.3)
The combination of (4.2) and (4.3) results in the second assertion. The last assertion now follows, as \( L_{F,n} = L_n \subset H \) (see §2).

Observe that the lemma implies that \( a \cap \mathfrak{h} = a \cap \mathfrak{h}_F \), and hence that there is an equality of real ranks
\[
\text{rank}_G (Z) = \text{rank}_G (Z_F).
\]
(4.4)
Furthermore, \( A_{Z_F} = A_Z \).

4.4. Induced compression cones
We are interested in the behaviour of the compression cone under induction. Note that there is a natural action of \( A \) on \( A_Z = A/A_H \).

**Proposition 4.3.** Let \( F \supseteq F_Q \). Then
\[
A_F \cdot A_Z = A_F \cdot A_{Z_F}
\]
for the induced spherical space \( Z_F = G_F/H_F \).

**Proof.** We shall prove that
\[
A_Z \subset A_{Z_F} \subset A_F \cdot A_Z.
\]
(4.5)
Let \( (\pi, V) \) be a regular irreducible real \( H \)-semi-spherical representation as considered in (3.5). This induces a natural \( H_F \)-semi-spherical representation \((\pi_Y, Y)\) of \( G_F \) as follows.
Set $Y := V/u_F V$. Clearly $Y$ is a $G_F$-module. Note that $v_0 := v_0 + u_F V \in Y$ is a lowest weight vector, and hence generates an irreducible submodule, say $Y_0$ of $Y$. As

$$Y = U(u)v_0 = U(u^F)U(u_F)v_0 \subset U(u^F)(Y_0 + u_F V),$$

we conclude that $Y_0 = Y$ is irreducible. As $\pi$ is regular with respect to $Q_F$, we infer that $w_0$ is regular with respect to $Q_F$. Likewise $w_H := v_H + u_F V$ is an $H_F$-semi-spherical vector in $Y$. As $V = U(g)v_H = U(q)v_H$, we conclude that $v_H \notin u_V$. Since $u_F \subset u$, it follows that $w_H \neq 0$.

Now, if $X \in \mathfrak{a}^{-\infty}$, then by (3.5)

$$\lim_{t \to \infty} [\pi_Y(\exp(tX))w_H] = [w_0].$$

This shows the first inclusion in (4.5).

In the construction from above, we realized $Y$ in a quotient of $V$, but it is also possible to realize it as a subspace. Set $\tilde{Y} := U(g_F)v_0$. Then $\tilde{Y}$ is an irreducible lowest weight module for $G_F$ with lowest weight $v_0$, and hence $\tilde{Y} \simeq Y$. Let us describe an explicit isomorphism. Write $p: V \to Y$ for the $G_F$-equivariant projection. Then the restriction of $\tilde{p} := p|_{\tilde{Y}}$ establishes an isomorphism of $\tilde{p}: \tilde{Y} \to Y$. Then $\tilde{w}_H := \tilde{p}^{-1}(w_H) \in \tilde{Y}$ is a non-zero $H_F$-semi-spherical vector in $\tilde{Y}$. Then $v_H = \tilde{w}_H + \tilde{w}'_H$, with $\tilde{w}'_H \in \ker p = u_F V$. Let now $X \in \mathfrak{a}^{-\infty}$. By adding a suitable element $X' \in \mathfrak{a}_F$ to $X$, we obtain that $\alpha(X + X') < 0$ for all roots $\alpha$ of $u_F$. Hence

$$\lim_{t \to \infty} [\pi(Y(\exp(tX))v_H] = \lim_{t \to \infty} [\pi(Y(\exp(t(X+X')))\tilde{w}_H] = [v_0],$$

and the second inclusion in (4.5) is established.

\section{4.5. Unimodularity issues under induction}

Let $P \lhd G$ be a parabolic subgroup for which $PH$ is open.

\textbf{Lemma 4.4.} If $Z$ is unimodular then so is $P/(P \cap H)$.

\textit{Proof.} As $PH$ is open, we can identify $P/(P \cap H)$ as an open subset of $Z$. The $G$-invariant measure on $Z$ then induces a $P$-invariant measure on $P/(P \cap H)$. \hfill \Box

Next we observe the basic isomorphism

$$Z_P = G_P/H_P \simeq P/(P \cap H)U_P,$$

which together with Lemma 4.4 allows us to compute the associated modular character $\Delta_P = \Delta_{Z_P}$ (see (3.26)).
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that $Z$ is unimodular. Then

1. The modular function for $Z_P=G_P/H_P$ is given by

$$\Delta_P(hu) = |\det \text{Ad}_{u_P/\mathfrak{u}_P\cap \mathfrak{h}}(h)|, \quad h \in P \cap H \text{ and } u \in U_P.$$  

2. In particular, if $U_P \cap H =\{1\}$, then

$$\Delta_P(h) = |\det \text{Ad}_{u_P}(h)|, \quad h \in H_P.$$  

Proof. Since the modular function is trivial on the nilpotent group $U_P$, this follows from the exact sequence

$$0 \to \mathfrak{u}_P/(\mathfrak{u}_P \cap \mathfrak{h}) \to \mathfrak{p}/(\mathfrak{p} \cap \mathfrak{h}) \to \mathfrak{p}/(\mathfrak{p} \cap \mathfrak{h} + \mathfrak{u}_P) \to 0$$

of $(P \cap H)$-modules. \qed

5. Wave-front spaces and interlaced spherical subgroups

The following notation will be used throughout. Recall the set of spherical roots

$$S := \{\sigma_1, ..., \sigma_s\} \subset a^*_Z$$

such that

$$a^*_Z = \{X \in a_Z : \sigma_j(X) \leq 0 \text{ for } 1 \leq j \leq s\}.$$  

We let $\omega_1, ..., \omega_s \in a_Z$ be the dual basis to $S$, i.e. we require the following conditions:

- $\sigma_i(\omega_j) = \delta_{ij}, \quad 1 \leq i, j \leq s$;
- $\omega_i \perp a_Z, E$.

This gives us the following coordinates of $a_Z$:

$$\mathbb{R}^s \times a_{Z,E} \to a_Z,$$

$$(t, X) \mapsto \sum_{j=1}^s t_j \omega_j + X,$$  

with $a^*_Z$ corresponding to pairs $(t, X)$ with $t_j \leq 0$. Moreover,

$$a_I = \text{span}\{\omega_j : j \notin I\} + a_{Z,E}, \quad I \subset S.$$  

(5.1)
5.1. Wave-front spaces

Let
\[ a^- := \{ X \in a : \alpha(X) \leq 0 \text{ for all } \alpha \in \Pi \} \]
be the closure of the negative Weyl chamber. Then the projection to \( a_Z \) along \( a_H \) maps \( a^- \) into \( a_Z^- \). We recall that \( Z \) is called wave-front provided the projection is onto, that is, provided \( a_Z^- = (a^- + a_H)/a_H \).

**Example 5.1.**
(a) All symmetric spaces are wave-front.
(b) The Gross–Prasad spaces (2.4) and (2.5) are wave-front.
(c) The triple space (see §4.2.2)
\[ G/H = (\text{SL}(2, \mathbb{R}) \times \text{SL}(2, \mathbb{R}) \times \text{SL}(2, \mathbb{R}))/\text{SL}(2, \mathbb{R}) \]
is wave-front.
(d) \( \mathfrak{so}(3, 4, \mathbb{R}) \) is wave-front.
(e) The series (2.1) and (2.2) are not wave-front.

A simple, but important feature of wave-front spaces is the fact which we record in the next lemma.

**Lemma 5.2.** If \( G/H \) is wave-front then so is \( G/H_I A_I \) for all \( I \subset S \).

**Proof.** It follows from Proposition 3.2 (3) and (5) and from equation (5.2) that the wave-front-ness of \( G/H_I A_I \) amounts to \( a_Z^- + a_I + a_H = a^- + a_I + a_H \).

We continue by collecting a few but important facts of wave-front spaces. Recall from (3.8) that \( S \subset \mathbb{Q}_{\geq 0}[\Pi] \), and thus every \( \sigma \in S \) has a unique presentation \( \sigma = \sum_{\alpha \in \Pi} n_\alpha \alpha \) with \( n_\alpha \in \mathbb{Q}_{\geq 0} \). Accordingly, we define the support of \( \sigma \) by
\[ \text{supp}(\sigma) := \{ \alpha \in \Pi : n_\alpha > 0 \} \]
We denote by \( \{ \omega'_\beta \}_{\beta \in \Pi} \) the basis of \( a^* \) dual to \( \Pi \), i.e. \( \alpha(\omega'_\beta) = \delta_{\alpha, \beta} \). For every \( \sigma \in S \) we let \( \Pi_\sigma \subset \Pi \) be the set of \( \alpha \) for which \( \mathbb{R}^+ \omega'_\alpha + a_H = \mathbb{R}^+ \omega_\sigma \). The following is then a reformulation of the definition of wave-front.

**Lemma 5.3.** For a real spherical space \( Z \) the following conditions are equivalent:
1. \( Z \) is wave-front;
2. \( \Pi_\sigma \neq \emptyset \) for all \( \sigma \in S \).

Furthermore, for each \( \sigma \in S \),
\[ \Pi_\sigma = \text{supp}(\sigma) \setminus \bigcup_{\sigma' \not\neq \sigma} \text{supp}(\sigma') \] (5.3)
Proof. It follows from the assumption of wave-front that the extremal rays of the compression cone \( a^- \) are generated by extremal rays of \( a^- \). Hence \( \Pi_{a^-} \neq \emptyset \). Together with \( (a^-+a_H)/a_H \subset a^-_Z \), we thus obtain the equivalence of (1) and (2). Let \( \sigma \in S \). It follows from the definition that \( \alpha \in \Pi_{a^-} \) if and only if \( \sigma(\omega_\alpha') > 0 \) and \( \sigma'(\omega_\alpha') = 0 \) for all \( \sigma' \neq \sigma \). Since \( \alpha \in \text{supp}(\sigma') \) if and only if \( \sigma'(\omega_\alpha') > 0 \), we obtain (5.3).

Lemma 5.4. Suppose that \( Z \) is wave-front. Then \( \Pi_{a^-} \not\subset F_Q \) for all \( \sigma \in S \).

Proof. (Cf. [34, Proof of Lemma 2.7.2].) We argue by contradiction and assume there exists \( \sigma \in S \) with \( \Pi_{\sigma} \subset F_Q \). Let \( \alpha \in \Pi_{\sigma} \). Then \( \alpha \in F_Q \), and hence \( \alpha' \in a_H \) by (4.1). Thus \( \langle \alpha, \sigma' \rangle = 0 \) for all \( \sigma' \in S \). Moreover, for \( \sigma' \neq \sigma \) and all \( \beta \in \text{supp}(\sigma') \) we have \( \beta \neq \alpha \) by (5.3), and hence \( \langle \alpha, \beta \rangle \leq 0 \). Hence

\[
\alpha \perp \text{supp}(\sigma'), \quad \alpha \in \Pi_{\sigma} \text{ and } \sigma' \in S \setminus \{\sigma\}. \tag{5.4}
\]

Let \( \sigma = \sum_{\alpha \in \Pi} n_\alpha \alpha = \sigma_1 + \sigma_2 \), where

\[
\sigma_1 := \sum_{\alpha \in \Pi_{\sigma}} n_\alpha \alpha \quad \text{and} \quad \sigma_2 := \sum_{\alpha \in \text{supp}(\sigma) \setminus \Pi_{\sigma}} n_\alpha \alpha.
\]

With (5.3) and (5.4) we conclude now \( \langle \alpha, \sigma_2 \rangle = 0 \) for all \( \alpha \in \Pi_{\sigma} \). As \( \langle \alpha, \sigma_1 \rangle = 0 \), we thus have \( \langle \alpha, \sigma_1 \rangle = 0 \) for all \( \alpha \in \Pi_{\sigma} \). Hence \( \langle \sigma_1, \sigma_1 \rangle = 0 \), which contradicts \( \Pi_{\sigma} \neq \emptyset \). This proves the lemma.

5.2. Interlaced subgroups

Let \( P \subset G \) be a parabolic subgroup. We say that \( H \) is interlaced by \( P \) if

\[
U_P \subset H \subset P,
\]

where \( U_P \) is the unipotent radical of \( P \). Note that, with \( \overline{P} = \theta(P) \), it follows that \( PH \) is open if \( H \) is interlaced by \( \overline{P} \).

Observe also that, if \( H \) is interlaced by \( P \), then \( H_P = G_P \cap H \) and the Levi induced spherical space is \( Z_P = G_P/H_P \cong P/H \).

We now show that \( H_I \) is non-trivially interlaced for all \( I \subset S \) in case \( Z \) is wave-front. With notation from above, we observe that we can use

\[
X_I = -\sum_{j \notin I} \omega_j \tag{5.5}
\]

for the element \( X \) in (3.9).
Assume that $Z$ is wave-front. To $I \subset S$ we now attach a minimal set $F=F_I \subset \Pi$ such that $F_Q \subset F$ and $H_I$ is interlaced by $\overline{F_F}$. We define $F_I$ to be the complement of $J_I \subset \Pi$, where

$$J_I := \bigcup_{\sigma \notin I} (\Pi_{\sigma} \setminus F_Q).$$

**Proposition 5.5.** Assume that $Z$ is wave-front. Let $I \subset S$ and $F=F_I$ be as defined above. Then there exists an element $Y_I \in \mathfrak{a}_F$ such that $Y_I + a_H = X_I$ and $\alpha(Y_I) < 0$ for all $\alpha \in \Sigma_u \setminus \{F\}$. In particular,

$$\overline{p_F} = m + a_H + \bigoplus_{\alpha \in \Sigma \setminus Y_I} \mathfrak{g}^\alpha$$

and $G_F = Z_G(Y_I)$.

**Proof.** It follows from Lemma 5.4 and the definition of $\Pi_{\sigma}$ that the coset

$$\sum_{\alpha \in \Pi_{\sigma} \setminus F_Q} \omega_\alpha + a_H$$

is a positive multiple of $\omega_{\sigma}$ for each $\sigma \notin I$. Thus, for suitable constants $c_\alpha > 0$, the element $Y_I = - \sum_{\alpha \in J_I} c_\alpha \omega_\alpha$ has the desired property.

**Corollary 5.6.** Let $F=F_I \subset \Pi$ be as above. Then $(I) = \mathbb{Q}_{\geq 0}[F] \cap \langle S \rangle$, $a_I = a_F + a_H$ and

$$(G_F \cap H)_I \bigcap F \subset H_I \subset \overline{p_F}. \quad (5.6)$$

In particular, $H_I$ is interlaced by $\overline{F_F}$.

**Proof.** The first two statements follow immediately from Proposition 5.5. It also follows that

$$\alpha + \beta \in \langle I \rangle \quad \text{if and only if} \quad \alpha, \beta \in \langle F \rangle$$

(5.7)

for all $\alpha \in \Sigma_u$ and $\beta \in \Sigma_u \cup \{0\}$ with $\alpha + \beta \in \mathbb{N}_0[S]$.

As $F_Q \subset F$, we have $\mathfrak{t} \cap \mathfrak{h} \subset \mathfrak{g}_F$. It then follows from (5.7) and the descriptions of $\mathfrak{h}$ and $\mathfrak{h}_I$ by means of the maps $T$ and $T_I$ that

$$\mathfrak{g}_F \cap \mathfrak{h} + \overline{u_F} \subset \mathfrak{h}_I \subset \overline{p_F}.$$ 

This implies (5.6).

**Remark 5.7.** The property of being interlaced may also hold in cases where $Z$ is not wave-front. For example, the spherical subgroup $\mathbb{N}$ is interlaced by $P_{\min}$, but $Z=G/\mathbb{N}$ is not wave-front.
6. Power series expansions of generalized matrix coefficients on the compression cone

Given a Harish-Chandra module $V$ for the pair $(g, K)$, we write $V^\infty$ for its unique smooth moderate growth Fréchet completion, and $V^{-\infty}$ for the strong dual of $V^\infty$. Both $V^\infty$ and $V^{-\infty}$ are $G$-modules. With a pair $(v, \eta) \in V^\infty \times V^{-\infty}$ we associate the generalized matrix coefficient

$$m_{v, \eta}(g) := \eta(g^{-1} \cdot v), \quad g \in G,$$

which is a smooth function on $G$.

Let $Z = G/H$ be a real spherical space. We say that $V$ is $H$-spherical provided that $(V^{-\infty})^H \neq \{0\}$. We recall (see [27, Theorem 3.2]) that

$$\dim(V^{-\infty})^H \leq \dim(V/((l \cap \mathfrak{h} + \bar{u})V) < \infty.$$  

The group $A_{Z,E}$ naturally acts on the vector space $(V^{-\infty})^H$. Note, however, that the action need not be semi-simple. In the sequel we only consider $\eta \in (V^{-\infty})^H$, which are eigenvectors of $A_{Z,E}$.

In this case, we call $(V, \eta)$ an $H$-spherical pair. We then regard $m_{v, \eta}$ as an element of $C^\infty(G/H)$.

**Remark 6.1.** For our objective, namely to understand tempered representations, the assumption that $\eta$ is an $A_{Z,E}$-eigenvector is no loss of generality. In order to justify that we recall the abstract Plancherel theorem for the left regular action $L$ of $G$ on $L^2(Z)$:

$$L^2(Z) \simeq \int_G \mathcal{M}_\pi \otimes \mathcal{H}_\pi \, d\mu(\pi)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.1)

with $\mathcal{M}_\pi \subset (\mathcal{H}_{\pi^{-\infty}})^H$, the multiplicity space equipped with some inner product (see [21, §5.1] for the notation). Our interest lies in those linear forms $\eta$ which belong to $\mathcal{M}_\pi$ and the corresponding matrix coefficients $m_{v, \eta} \in L^2(Z)$ obtained from (6.1) with $v \in H_v^\infty$.

If $\mu_Z$ denotes the Haar-measure on $Z$, then there exists a positive character $\psi$ of $A_{Z,E}$, the restriction of the modular function $\hat{\Delta}$ of (3.26) for $\hat{Z} = G/HA_{Z,E}$, such that $\mu_Z(Ea) = \psi(a)\mu_Z(E)$ for all measurable sets $E \subset Z$ and $a \in A_{Z,E}$. Hence, we obtain a unitary representation $R$ of $A_{Z,E}$ by

$$(R(a)f)(z) = \sqrt{\psi(a)}f(za), \quad f \in L^2(Z), \quad z \in Z \text{ and } a \in A_{Z,E}.$$  

As the representations $R$ and $L$ commute, we obtain from (6.1) for $\mu$-almost all $\pi$ that the natural action of $A_{Z,E}$ on $(V^{-\infty})^H$ restricts to a unitary action on $\mathcal{M}_\pi$. In particular,
this action on \( M_\pi \) is semi-simple. Moreover, if \( \eta \in M_\pi \) is an eigenvector with eigenvalue \( a^\chi \), then \( f = m_{v,\eta} \) is an eigenvector for \( R(a) \) with eigenvalue \( \psi(a)^{1/2} a^\chi \). Hence,

\[
e^{\Re \chi} = \Delta(a)^{-1/2}
\]

for all \( \chi \in a_{Z,E,C}^* \) appearing in the spectrum of the \( a_{Z,E} \)-module \( M_\pi \).

Recall the set \( W = \mathcal{F}' \), where \( \mathcal{F}' \subset \tilde{H}_0 \) is a set of representatives of the component group \( \tilde{H}_0/HA_{Z,E} \). For \( w \in W \) we set \( \eta_w := w \cdot \eta = \eta(w^{-1}) \), and observe that \( \eta_w \) is \( H_w \)-fixed. We thus have an isomorphism

\[
(V^{-\infty})^H \longrightarrow (V^{-\infty})^{H_w},
\]

\[
\eta \longrightarrow \eta_w.
\]

We recall that \( L \cap H < H_w \) for all \( w \in W \). Observe the obvious identity

\[
m_{v,\eta}(gw \cdot z_0) = m_{v,\eta_w}(g \cdot z_w), \quad g \in G,
\]

where \( z_w \) denotes the origin of the homogeneous space \( Z_w = G/H_w \).

**Lemma 6.2.** Let \( \eta \in (V^{-\infty})^H \) be an \( A_{Z,E} \)-eigenvector corresponding to a character \( \chi \in a_{Z,E,C}^* \), i.e. \( a \cdot \eta = a^\chi \eta \) for \( a \in A_{Z,E} \). Then, for all \( w \in W \),

\[
a \cdot \eta_w = a^\chi \eta_w, \quad a \in A_{Z,E}.
\]

**Proof.** Recall from Lemma 3.5 that \( aw = wah \) for some \( h \in H \). From this, the assertion follows. \( \square \)

From this lemma, we obtain the identity

\[
m_{v,\eta}(abw \cdot z_0) = a^\chi m_{v,\eta}(bw \cdot z_0)
\]

for all \( a \in A_{Z,E}, b \in A_Z \) and \( w \in W \).

In the sequel, we realize \( a_Z \) inside of \( a \) as \( a_Z^1 \). Let \( a_0 \in A \) be such that \( a_0 A_H \) lies in the interior of \( A_Z \). It follows from [27, Lemma 5.1] that we can choose this element \( a_0 \) such that, in addition, there is a relatively compact open neighbourhood \( U_A \) of \( 1 \) in \( A_Z \), with

\[
\mathfrak{t} + \Ad(a)h_w + a_Z = g
\]

for all \( a \in a_0 U_A \cdot A_Z^\perp \) and \( w \in W \). What we have fixed so far are the tori \( A \) and \( A_Z \). These are invariant under conjugation by \( a_0 \), and hence we are free to replace \( K \) by \( \Ad(a_0^{-1})K \). We may thus assume that (6.5) holds for all \( a \in U_A \cdot A_Z^\perp \). We note that such a change
leaves the neighborhood $U_A$ unchanged. Moreover, we still have the freedom of making further replacements of this type, but now only by elements from $A_Z$.

What we actually use is the conjugated form
\[ \text{Ad}(a)^{-1} t + a_Z + h_w = g, \]
and we express elements from the Lie algebra (and via Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt also elements from $\mathcal{U}(g)$) via this decomposition. We then let $\mathcal{U}(g)$ act on smooth functions on $G$ via right differentiation. Functions on $Z_w = G/H_w$ will be considered as functions on $G$ which are right $H_w$-invariant. The functions of our concern are the smooth matrix coefficients $g \mapsto m_{v,η}(g)$ when restricted to functions on $U_A \cdot A_Z$.

### 6.1. Holomorphic decompositions of the universal enveloping algebra

The fact that matrix coefficients $m_{v,η}$ admit power series expansions when restricted to $A^{-} A_H / A_H \subset A_Z$ rests on several decomposition theorems for the universal algebra $\mathcal{U}(g)$ of $g$. These results were in provided in [27, §5], and are parallel to the special case where $Z$ is a group (see [16, Chapter VIII, §7 and §8]).

We develop here the framework for a theory, which extends the results from [27] by allowing the expansions to take place on the full compression cone $A_Z$.

Recall the coordinates (5.1) of $a_Z$ and fix a basis $\nu_1, ..., \nu_e$ of $a^*_{Z,E}$. We write $D$ for the open unit disc in $\mathbb{C}$ and write $D^\times = D \setminus \{0\}$. Let $\mathcal{D} = D^\times \times (\mathbb{C}^*)^e$ and $\mathcal{D}^\times = (D^\times)^r \times (\mathbb{C}^*)^e$. For $r > 1$ we realize $A_Z$ in $r\mathcal{D}^\times$ via the map
\[ A_Z \rightarrow r\mathcal{D}^\times, \]
\[ a \mapsto (a^{σ_1}, ..., a^{σ_r}, a^{ν_1}, ..., a^{ν_e}). \]

It is no loss of generality to assume that $U_A$ and $r$ are chosen such that
\[ r\mathcal{D} \cap (\mathbb{R}_{>0})^n = U_A \cdot A_Z. \]

We write $\mathcal{O}(\mathcal{D})$ for the ring of holomorphic functions on $\mathcal{D}$ and $\mathcal{O}_1(\mathcal{D})$ for the subring of functions which are independent of the variable from $(\mathbb{C}^*)^e$.

Let $(W_l)_l$ be a basis for $\mathfrak{h}_{\text{lin}} = \mathfrak{g} \cap \mathfrak{h} + \mathfrak{u}$ such that either $W_l \in \mathfrak{l} \cap \mathfrak{h}$ or $W_l = X_{-α} ∈ \mathfrak{g}^{-α}$ for some $α \in \Sigma_w$. Further, let $(V_k)_k$ be a basis for $a_Z$ and $(U_j)_j$ be a linear independent set in $\mathfrak{t}$ which complements $(W_l, V_k)_{l,k}$ to a basis for $\mathfrak{g}$.

For $a ∈ A_Z$ we set $W_l(a) = W_l$ if $W_l ∈ \mathfrak{l} \cap \mathfrak{h}$, and, with the notation of (3.3),
\[ W_l(a) := X_{-α} + \sum_β a^{α + β} X_{α,β} = a^α \text{Ad}(a)(X_{-α} + T(X_{-α})). \]
if \( W_i = X - \alpha \). Then \( (W_i(a))_l \) is a basis of \( \text{Ad}(a)h \) for all \( a \in A_Z \), and the transition between \( (W_i(ab))_l \) and \( (\text{Ad}(b)W_i(a))_l \) is by a diagonal matrix depending only on \( b \in A_Z \). In particular, \( W_i(a) = W_i(ab) \) for \( b \in A_Z E \).

Now note the following, as a consequence of our normalization (3.7) of \( S \): The set of vectors \( (W_l(a), V_k, U_j)_l,k,j \) is expressable in terms of the basis \( (W_l, V_k, U_j)_l,k,j \) through a transition matrix of the form \( 1 + P(a) \), where each entry of \( P(a) \) extends to a polynomial in \( O_1(rD) \) without constant term. It follows that there exists \( a_0 \in A_Z \) such that this matrix is invertible for all \( a \in a_0 U_A A_Z \), and such that the entries of the inverse matrix again belong to \( O_1(rD) \) as functions of \( a^{-1} a \).

**Lemma 6.3.** There exists \( a_0 \in A_Z \) with the following property. For every \( X \in g \) there exist functions \( f_j, g_k, h_l \in O_1(rD) \) such that

\[
X = \sum_j f_j(a) U_j + \sum_k g_k(a) V_k + \sum_l h_l(a) W_l(a_0 a)
\]

for all \( a \in U_A A_Z \). Moreover, the values at zero of these functions are given by

\[
X = \sum_j f_j(0) U_j + \sum_k g_k(0) V_k + \sum_l h_l(0) W_l.
\]

In particular, \( g_k(0) = 0 \) for all \( k \) if \( X \in u \).

**Proof.** This is clear by the preceding remarks. The statement for \( X \in u \) follows from the fact that \( u \subset t + h_{\text{lim}} = \text{span}\{U_j, W_l\} \). \( \square \)

Using induction on the degree, an immediate consequence of the preceding lemma is the following.

**Corollary 6.4.** (See \([27, \text{Lemma 5.3}]\)) For every \( u \in U(g) \) there exist \( U_j \in U(t), V_j \in U(a_Z), W_j(a) \in U(\text{Ad}(a)h) \) and \( f_j \in O_1(rD) \) such that

\[
u = \sum_{j=1}^p f_j(a_0^{-1} a) U_j V_j W_j(a), \quad a \in a_0 U_A A_Z.
\]

(6.7)

Moreover, each \( W_j \) is a product of \( W_i \)’s, as a function of \( a \), and

\[\deg(U_j) + \deg(V_j) + \deg(W_j(a)) \leq \deg(u).\]

For every \( n \in \mathbb{N}_0 \) we denote by \( \mathcal{U}(g)_n \) the subspace of \( \mathcal{U}(g) \) consisting of elements of degree at most \( n \).

We use \( Z(g) \), the center of \( \mathcal{U}(g) \), to replace the \( V_j \)’s in the decomposition (6.7). The formal statement is as follows.
LEMMA 6.5. There exists a finite-dimensional subspace $Y \subset \mathcal{U}(a_Z)$ with the following property: For all $n \in \mathbb{N}_0$ there exists an element $a_n \in A_Z$ such that for every $u \in \mathcal{U}(g)_n$ there exist $U_j \in \mathcal{U}(t)$, $Y_j \in Y$, $z_j \in Z(g)$, $W_j(a) \in \mathcal{U}($Ad$(a)h)$ and $f_j \in \mathcal{O}_1(rD)$ such that

$$u = \sum_{j=1}^p f_j(a_n^{-1}a)U_jY_jeW_j(a)z_j, \quad a \in a_nU_A \cdot A_Z.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.8)

Moreover, each $W_j$ is a product of $W_i$’s, as a function of $a$.

Proof. The proof, which goes by induction on the index $n$, is analogous to that of [27, Lemma 5.5]. As explained there, we can reduce to the case where $u = Xv$, with $X \in u$ and $v \in \mathcal{U}(g)_{n-1}$ (note that, by [27, equation (5.9)], we have $T_m' \in h \cap h$ for the element denoted like that, and hence this element is a fixed linear combination of the $W_i(a)$’s for all $a$). In fact, it is more convenient to consider $u = vX$, which we are allowed to do by the induction hypothesis applied to $[X, v]$. We use Lemma 6.3 and obtain, for $a \in a_0U_A \cdot A_Z$,

$$u = \sum_j f_j(a_0^{-1}a)vU_j + \sum_k g_k(a_0^{-1}a)vV_k + \sum_l h_l(a_0^{-1}a)vW_l(a).$$

The terms with $W_l$ obtain the desired form (for any $a_n \in a_n \cdot A_Z$) immediately from the induction hypothesis applied to $v$. By replacing $vU_j$ with $U_jv$, which we are allowed to do by the induction hypothesis, we can say the same for the terms with $U_j$. Finally, since $X \in u$, we have from Lemma 6.3 that $g_k(0) = 0$ for all $k$. This allows us to use the argument in the final lines of the proof of [27, Lemma 5.5], and obtain (6.8) with an appropriate $a_n$.

The main conclusion then is the following.

PROPOSITION 6.6. Let $u \in \mathcal{U}(a_Z)_n$ and let $a_n \in A_Z$ be as in the preceding lemma. Then, there exist $U_j \in \mathcal{U}($Ad$(a_n)^{-1}t)$, $Y_j \in Y$, $z_j \in Z(g)$ and $f_j \in \mathcal{O}_1(rD)$ such that

$$u = \sum_{j=1}^p f_j(a)(\text{Ad}(a)^{-1}U_j)Y_jz_j \mod \mathcal{U}(g)h, \quad a \in U_A \cdot A_Z.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.9)

Proof. Let $a \in U_A \cdot A_Z$. Then

$$u = \sum_{j=1}^p f_j(a)U_jY_jW_j(a_n)a z_j,$$

by (6.8). Apply Ad$(a_n) - 1$ and observe that Ad$(a_n) - 1u = u$. \hspace{1cm} \(\square\)

Remark 6.7. It is clear that Proposition 6.6 holds as well if $h$ is replaced by $h_w$ for $w \in W$. 

By a hypersurface in $A_Z$ we understand a level set of a non-zero real analytic function on $A_Z$. Notice that a hypersurface is a closed subset of measure zero.

Then there is the following counterpart of Proposition 6.6 which does not depend on the filtration degree $n$ but carries no information on the coefficients.

**Lemma 6.8.** There exists a countable union of hypersurfaces $S \subset A_Z$ such that

$$U(g) = U(\text{Ad}(a)^{-1}) YZ(g) U(h), \quad a \in A_Z \setminus S.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.10)

**Proof.** The proof of [27, Lemma 5.5] shows that for every $n \in \mathbb{N}$ there exists a finite union of hypersurfaces $S_n \subset A_Z$ such that

$$U(g)_n \subset U(\text{Ad}(a)^{-1}) YZ(g) U(h) \quad a \in A_Z \setminus S_n.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.11)

We let now $n_0 := 1 + \max \{ \deg Y : Y \in Y \}$. As described in (6.5), we are free to replace $K$ by $\text{Ad}(a_0^{-1}) K$ without disturbing other choices. We do this with the above element $a_{n_0}$. Then we obtain that (6.9) holds for all $u \in U(a)_{n_0}$ with $U_j \in U(t)$. Further, Lemma 6.8 allows us to request in addition that

$$U(g) = U(t) YZ(g) U((h_w)_I)$$

for all $I \subset S$ and $w \in W$.

We recapitulate that we have shown that there exists a Cartan involution for which (6.5) holds for all $a \in U \cdot A_Z$, for which (6.9) is valid for $u \in U(a)_{n_0}$ with $U_j \in U(t)$, and for which (6.11) holds for all $I \subset S$ and $w \in W$. We shall refer to the corresponding maximal compact subgroup $K$ as regular.

We recall that, in case $\mathfrak{h} = \mathfrak{n}$, the decomposition (6.11) reduces to the Casselman–Osborne lemma ([36, Proposition 3.7.1]), and that it implies the following finiteness result (see [1, Proposition 4.2]).

**Lemma 6.9.** With a regular choice of $K$, every Harish-Chandra module $V$ is finitely generated as $U((h_w)_I)$-module, for all $w \in W$ and $I \subset S$. In particular, $H_0(V, (h_w)_I) = V/(h_w)_I V$ is finite-dimensional.

We now fix once and for all a Cartan involution for which $K$ is regular.

### 6.2. Power series expansions for $K$-finite vectors

Following [10] and [2], we developed in [27, §5] a theory of power series expansions for $K$-finite matrix coefficients $m_{n,v,w}$, which we briefly summarize. Attached to an $H$-spherical pair $(V, \eta)$, there exists a number $d \in \mathbb{N}$ and for each $v \in V$ a finite set

$$\mathcal{E} = \{ \Lambda_1, ..., \Lambda_l \} \subset a_{Z,C}^*$$
such that for every \( w \in \mathcal{W} \) one has an expansion

\[
m_{v, \eta}(aw \cdot z_0) = \sum_{j=1}^{l} \sum_{\alpha \in \mathbb{N}_0[S]} a^{\Lambda_j + \alpha} q_{\alpha, j, w} \log(a) \\
\text{with absolute convergence for all } a \in U_A A_Z .
\]

The expansion (6.12) is derived in analogy to [27, Corollary 5.7] when we use Proposition 6.6 (with the regular choice of \( \xi \)), and Remark 6.7 instead of [27, Lemma 5.5]. Here we also used that \( \eta \) is an \( A_Z, \xi \)-eigenvector to separate off the \( A_Z, \xi \)-behavior of \( m_{v, \eta} \) in advance (see (6.4)), i.e.

\[
\Lambda_j|_{A_Z, \xi} = \chi, \quad 1 \leq j \leq l.
\]

We can arrange that no mutual difference between two elements from \( \mathcal{E} \) belongs to \( \mathbb{Z}[S] \). The individual terms in (6.12) are then unique.

The set of exponents of \( v \) along \( A_Z, \xi \) is then the set

\[
\Xi_v = \{ \xi \in a^*_Z : \xi = \Lambda_j + \alpha \text{ for some } \alpha, j \text{ and } w \text{ with } q_{\alpha, j, w} \neq 0 \}
\]

and the set of leading exponents is

\[
\mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}, v} = \{ \xi \in \Xi_v : \xi - \alpha / \notin \Xi_v \text{ for all } \alpha \in \mathbb{N}_0[S] \setminus \{0\} \}.
\]

Let \( a \oplus b \subset \mathfrak{g} \) be a full Cartan subalgebra, and let \( W_C \) denote the corresponding Weyl group for the root system of \( (a \oplus b)_C \) in \( \mathfrak{g}_C \). As in [16, Theorem 8.33] (see also [2, Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 4.1]) we find, in case \( V \) admits an infinitesimal character, that

\[
\mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}, v} \subset \{ u\Lambda|_{a_Z} : u \in W_C \} + \varrho_P,
\]

where \( \Lambda \in (a \oplus b)_C^* \) is the infinitesimal character of \( V \). As every Harish-Chandra module has a finite composition series, we conclude that \( \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}, v} \) is finite.

Notice that the set on the right side of the inclusion (6.14) is independent of \( v \). We define

\[
\Xi := \bigcup_v \Xi_v
\]

and

\[
\mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}} := \{ \xi \in \Xi : \xi - \alpha / \notin \Xi \text{ for all } \alpha \in \mathbb{N}_0[S] \setminus \{0\} \}.
\]

It follows that

\[
\mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}} \subset \{ u\Lambda|_{a_Z} : u \in W_C \} + \varrho_P,
\]

\[
\text{with } a \in U_A A_Z .
\]
and in particular it is a finite set. Now
\[
\Xi \subset \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}} + \mathbb{N}_0[S],
\]
and the expansion (6.12) reads
\[
m_{v,\eta}(aw \cdot z_0) = \sum_{\xi \in \Xi} a^\xi q_{\eta, v, \xi, w}(\log a),
\]
(6.17)
with polynomials \(q_{\eta, v, \xi, w}\) of degree \(\leq d\) which depend linearly on \(\eta\) and \(v\). To simplify notation, we shall write \(q_{\xi, w}\) instead of \(q_{\eta, v, \xi, w}\), whenever it is clear from the context that \(\eta\) and \(v\) have been fixed. From (6.3) we see that
\[
q_{\eta, v, \xi, 1} = q_{\eta, v, \xi, w}
\]
(6.18)
for all \(w \in W\). Note that all \(\sigma \in S\) vanish on \(a_{Z,E}\), and hence, by (6.13),
\[
x|_{a_{Z,E}} = \chi, \quad x \in \Xi.
\]
(6.19)
To the pair \((V, \eta)\) we attach now an element \(\Lambda_{V,\eta} \in a^*_Z\) as follows. Recalling (5.1), we let
\[
\Lambda_{V,\eta}(\omega_j) := \min_{\xi \in \Xi} \Re \xi(\omega_j) = \min_{\lambda \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}}} \Re \lambda(\omega_j)
\]
(6.20)
and define
\[
\Lambda_{V,\eta}|_{a_{Z,E}} = \Re \chi.
\]
(6.21)

Remark 6.10. The exponent \(\Lambda_V\) defined in [24, Theorem 5.8] does not depend on the particular \(\eta\). The exponent \(\Lambda_{V,\eta}\) defined here is an invariant of the pair \((V, \eta)\).

6.3. Upper and lower bounds on matrix coefficients

We regard \(\Lambda_{V,\eta}\) as an element in \(a^*\) trivial on \(a_H\). Hence (6.17) yields, after possibly shrinking \(U_A\), for all \(v \in V\) a constant \(C_v > 0\) such that
\[
|m_{v,\eta}(aw \cdot z_0)| \leq C_v (1 + \|\log a\|)^d a^{\Lambda_{V, a}}, \quad a \in U_A \cdot A_Z^{-},
\]
(6.22)
for all \(w \in W\).

A sharper upper bound is possible along rays in \(A_Z^{-}\). By (5.1) and (6.19)–(6.21), we find for \(a \in A_Z^{-}\) that
\[
w_q(a) := \max_{\xi \in \Xi} a^{\Re \xi} \leq a^{\Lambda_{V, a}}, \quad a \in A_Z^{-}.
\]
(6.23)
Let $S(a^-_Z)$ be the intersection of the unit sphere with $a^-_Z$, then

$$w_\eta(\exp(tX)) = e^{t\lambda_X}, \quad t \geq 0,$$

where

$$\lambda_X := \max_{\xi \in \Xi} \Re \xi(X), \quad X \in S(a^-_Z).$$

Observe also that $w_\eta$ is continuous and a weight on $A^-_Z$, that is, for all compact subsets $C_A \subset A^-_Z$ there exists a constant $c > 0$ such that

$$\frac{1}{c} w_\eta(a) \leq w_\eta(ba) \leq cw_\eta(a), \quad a \in A^-_Z \text{ and } b \in C_A.$$

Furthermore, let $\Xi_X = \{\xi \in \Xi : \Re \xi(X) = \lambda_X\}$,

and define

$$d_X = \max_{v \in V} \deg(t \mapsto q_{v, \xi,w}(tX))$$

for $\xi \in \Xi_X$ and $w \in W$.

and

$$d_\eta(\exp(tX)) := t^{d_X}, \quad t \geq 0.$$

**Lemma 6.11.** Let $X \in S(a^-_Z)$. For each $v \in V$ there exists a constant $C = C_{v,X} > 0$ such that

$$|m_{v,\eta}(\exp(tX)w \cdot z_0)| \leq Cw_\eta(\exp(tX))d_\eta(\exp(tX)) \quad (6.24)$$

for all $t \geq 1$ and $w \in W$.

**Proof.** With (6.17) we write

$$m_{v,\eta}(a t w \cdot z_0) = \sum_{\xi \in \Xi} a^\xi_{\eta} q_{v, \xi,w}(tX) + \sum_{\xi \in \Xi_x \setminus \Xi} a^\xi_{\eta} q_{v, \xi,w}(tX),$$

where $a_t = \exp(tX)$. The polynomials $q_{v, \xi,w}$ in the first sum have degree at most $d_X$, and hence the asserted bound follows for this part. In the second sum the polynomials may have higher degrees (up to $d_X$), but as the exponentials are bounded by $e^{t\lambda_X}$ for some $\lambda_X < \lambda_X$, this term is in fact of the form $o(e^{t\lambda_X})$ for $t \to \infty$.

The bound in (6.24) is essentially optimal. The formal statement will be given in Proposition 6.13. However, we first need a lemma.
Lemma 6.12. Let $X \in S(\mathbb{R})$ and let $\lambda_X$ and $d_X$ be defined as above. Then the set

$$
\Lambda = \{ \xi(X) : \xi \in \Xi_X \} \subset \lambda_X + i\mathbb{R}
$$

is finite. Then for each $Y_0 \in \mathfrak{a}$ we have

$$
\deg(t \mapsto q_v,\xi,w(Y_0 + tX)) \leq d_X
$$

(6.25)

for all $v \in V$, $\xi \in \Xi_X$ and $w \in W$, and there exist $\lambda \in \Lambda$, $v \in V$ and $w \in W$ such that

$$
\deg\left(t \mapsto \sum_{\xi \in \Xi \atop \xi(X) = \lambda} e^{\xi(Y_0)} q_v,\xi,w(Y_0 + tX)\right) = d_X.
$$

(6.26)

Proof. We start with a general remark. Given $Y \in \mathfrak{a}$ and a differentiable function $f$ on $\mathfrak{a}$, we let $Yf$ be the derivative of $f$ with respect to $Y$. Then the coefficients of $m_{v,\eta}$ and $m_{Yv,\eta}$ are related by

$$
e^{\xi}q_{Yv,\xi,w} = -Y[e^{\xi}q_{v,\xi,w}].
$$

(6.27)

Let $\xi \in \Xi_X$ and $w \in W$. For each $v \in V$ we consider

$$
e^{\xi(Y)}q_v,\xi,w(Y + tX)
$$

as an analytic function of $Y \in \mathfrak{a}$ into the space of polynomials in $t$ of degree $\leq d$. The value of this function at $Y = 0$ belongs to the subspace of polynomials of degree $\leq d_X$, and by (6.27) the same is valid for all its derivatives at zero. It follows that it has degree $\leq d_X$ for all $Y$. This proves (6.25).

Likewise, for $\lambda \in \Lambda$ and $w \in W$ we consider for each $v \in V$

$$
e^{-\lambda(X)} \sum_{\xi \in \Xi \atop \xi(X) = \lambda} e^{\xi(Y + tX)} q_v,\xi,w(Y + tX)
$$

(6.28)

as an analytic function of $Y \in \mathfrak{a}$ into the space of polynomials in $t$ of degree $\leq d_X$. If (6.26) fails to hold, then (6.28) is a polynomial in $t$ of degree $< d_X$ for every $\lambda$, $v$ and $w$, and for $Y = Y_0$.

Then, again by (6.27), this will be the case also for the derivatives at $Y = Y_0$, and hence (6.28) has degree $< d_X$ at every $Y$. By the linear independence of the involved exponential polynomials of $Y$, this implies that the individual terms $q_v,\xi,w(Y + tX)$ also must have degree $< d_X$ at every $Y$, and hence in particular at $Y = 0$. A contradiction with the definition of $d_X$ is then reached. \qed
Proposition 6.13. Assume that $\eta \neq 0$. Let $Y_0 \in a_{\mathcal{Z}}$ and $X \in \mathbf{S}(a_{\mathcal{Z}})$. Then, there exist $w \in \mathcal{W}$, $v \in V$, a constant $C = C_{Y_0, X} > 0$, an $\varepsilon > 0$ and a sequence $t_1 < t_2 < \ldots$ with $t_n \to \infty$ such that

$$|m_{v, \eta}(\exp(Y_0 + tX) \cdot z_w)| \geq Cw_{\eta}(\exp(tX)) d_{\eta}(\exp(tX)) \quad (6.29)$$

for all $t \in (t_n - \varepsilon, t_n + \varepsilon)$ and all $n \in \mathbb{N}$.

Proof. Consider the function

$$F_{v, w}(t) := \sum_{\xi \in \Xi} q_{v, \xi, w}(Y_0 + tX)e^{\xi(Y_0 + tX)}.$$

As in the proof of Lemma 6.11, we have

$$m_{v, \eta}(\exp(Y_0 + tX)w \cdot z_0) = F_{v, w}(t) + o(e^{t\lambda_X}) \quad (6.30)$$

as $t \to \infty$.

Let $\Lambda \subset \lambda_X + i\mathbb{R}$ be as in Lemma 6.12. Then

$$F_{v, w}(t) = e^{t\lambda_X} \sum_{\lambda \in \Lambda} e^{it \text{Im} \lambda} \sum_{\xi(w) = \lambda} e^{\xi(Y_0)} q_{v, \xi, w}(Y_0 + tX).$$

For a one-variable polynomial $p(t) = \sum_{j=0}^{N} a_j t^j$ we denote by $p(t)_j = a_j$ the $j$th coefficient. With $v$ and $w$ as in the final conclusion of Lemma 6.12, we set

$$c_{\lambda} := \sum_{\xi(w) = \lambda} e^{\xi(Y_0)} q_{v, \xi, w}(Y_0 + tX) d_{\lambda}$$

for $\lambda \in \Lambda$, and note that then $c_{\lambda} \neq 0$ for some $\lambda$. If we let

$$F_{v, w}^{\text{top}}(t) := e^{t\lambda_X} t \sum_{\lambda \in \Lambda} c_{\lambda} e^{it \text{Im} \lambda},$$

then it follows from Lemma 6.14 below that

$$\limsup_{t \to \infty} \left| e^{-t\lambda_X} t^{-d_{\lambda}} F_{v, w}^{\text{top}}(t) \right|^2 \neq 0.$$

Moreover, since the derivative of $\sum_{\lambda \in \Lambda} c_{\lambda} e^{it \text{Im} \lambda}$ is bounded above, we deduce the existence of positive constants $C$ and $\varepsilon$, and a sequence $t_1 < t_2 < \ldots$ with $t_n \to \infty$ such that

$$|F_{v, w}^{\text{top}}(t)| \geq C e^{t\lambda_X} t^{d_{\lambda}}$$

for all $|t - t_n| < \varepsilon$. Now (6.29) follows from (6.30).

The following lemma is shown in [36, Appendix 4.A.1.2 (1)].

Lemma 6.14. Let $u_1, \ldots, u_m \in \mathbb{R}$ be distinct real numbers and let $c_1, \ldots, c_m \in \mathbb{C}$. Then

$$\sum_{j=1}^{m} |c_j|^2 \leq \limsup_{s \to \infty} \left| \sum_{j=1}^{m} c_j e^{iu_j s} \right|^2.$$
7. Quantitative upper bounds for generalized matrix coefficients

The goal of this section is to achieve more quantitative versions of (6.22) and (6.24) in which the $v$-dependent constant $C$ is replaced by a continuous norm on $V$. For this, we shall need to impose on $G/H$ that it is either absolutely spherical or wave-front.

A norm $p$ on the Harish-Chandra module $V$ is called $G$-continuous, provided that the Banach completion $V^p$ of $V$ defines a Banach representation of $G$ with $V^{g, fin}_p \simeq V_K$ (see [4, §2.2]). It is a consequence of the Casselman embedding theorem that $G$-continuous norms exist.

Fix a basis $X_1, \ldots, X_n$ of $\mathfrak{g}$. Given a $G$-continuous norm $p$ on $V$, we define the $k$th Sobolev norm $p_k$ of $p$ by

$$p_k(v) := \sum_{m_1 + \cdots + m_n \leq k} p(X_1^{m_1} \cdots X_n^{m_n} v), \quad v \in V,$$
and note that $p_k$ is $G$-continuous as well. The following two statements are variants of the Casselman–Wallach globalization theorem (see [4]):

- For any two $G$-continuous norms $p$ and $q$ one has $V^p \simeq V^q$.
- For any two $G$-continuous norms $p$ and $q$ there exist $k \in \mathbb{N}$ and $C > 0$ such that $p \leq Cq_k$.

We use the notation $V^\infty := V^p$, for any $G$-continuous norm $p$, and call $V^\infty$ the Casselman–Wallach globalization of $V$.

7.1. The absolutely spherical case

In the following lemma we assume that the orbit set $P_{\text{min}}, C \setminus G \setminus C/H$ is finite. The condition that $P_{\text{min}} \setminus G/H$ is finite is equivalent to $G/H$ being real spherical (see [26]), but finiteness of $P_{\text{min}}, C \setminus G \setminus C/H$ is known to be a stronger condition (see [31, Remark 7]). It is fulfilled for absolutely spherical spaces, since then $B_C \setminus G \setminus C/H$ is finite for every Borel subgroup $B_C$.

**Lemma 7.1.** Suppose that $P_{\text{min}}, C \setminus G \setminus C/H$ is finite. Then the space $\mathfrak{h}V^\infty$ is closed in $V^\infty$ for every Harish-Chandra module $V$. In particular, if $Z$ is absolutely spherical, then $\mathfrak{h}_I V^\infty$ is closed in $V^\infty$ for each boundary degeneration $\mathfrak{h}_I$ of $\mathfrak{h}$.

**Proof.** The first statement is a result from [1]. For the second statement, we observe that $Z_I$ is absolutely spherical whenever $Z$ is (see Remark 3.3).

**Theorem 7.2.** Assume that $Z$ is absolutely spherical. Let $(V, \eta)$ be a spherical pair and $\Omega \subset G$ be a compact subset.

1. For every $X \in \mathfrak{S}(\mathfrak{a}_Z)$ there exists a $G$-continuous norm $q$ such that

$$|m_{v, \eta}(\omega \exp(tX)w \cdot z_0)| \leq q(v)e^{\lambda_X t^d_X}, \quad t \geq 1,$$
for every \( v \in V^\infty, \omega \in \Omega \) and \( w \in W \).

(2) Let \( \mu := \sum_{\sigma \in S} \sigma \in a_2^* \). Then for all \( \epsilon > 0 \) there exists a \( G \)-continuous norm \( q \) such that

\[
|m_{v,\eta}(\omega aw \cdot z_0)| \leq q(v)a^{\lambda_0 - \epsilon \mu}, \quad a \in A_2^*,
\]

for every \( v \in V^\infty, \omega \in \Omega \) and \( w \in W \).

Proof. For a \( G \)-continuous norm and a compact subset \( \Omega \subset G \), there exists a constant \( C > 0 \) such that \( p(\omega v) \leq Cp(v) \) holds for all \( \omega \in \Omega \) and all \( v \in V^\infty \). In view of \( m_{v,\eta}(z) = m_{v,\eta}(g^{-1}z) \) for \( g \in G \), this reduces the statements in (1) and (2) to \( \omega = 1 \). Likewise, with (6.18) and Corollary 3.8, we can reduce to \( w = 1 \) by applying that case to \( \eta_w \).

(1) Let \( X \in S(a_Z^*) \) be given and let \( I := \{ \sigma \in S: \sigma(X) = 0 \} \). Recall then that \( X \in a_I \) and that \( a_I \) normalizes \( h_I \). We infer from Lemma 7.1 that \( h_I V^\infty \subset V^\infty \) is closed. In particular, the dual of \( U := V^\infty / h_I V^\infty \) is \((V^{-\infty})^H_I \) and hence finite-dimensional. Thus \( U \) is a finite-dimensional \( a_I \)-module.

To simplify the exposition, we pretend that all root spaces \( g^\alpha \) are 1-dimensional. Fix a basis of root vectors \( (X - \alpha)_{\alpha} \) of \( u \), and set \( Y_{-\alpha} := X - \alpha + T_I(X - \alpha) \in h_I \). Further, let \( Y_j \) be a basis for \( l \cap h \). Then, the \( Y_{-\alpha} \) together with the \( Y_j \) form a basis for the real spherical subalgebra \( h_I \). Note that

\[
\text{Ad}(a)Y_{-\alpha} = a^{-\alpha}Y_{-\alpha}, \quad a \in A_I.
\]

(7.1)

From the fact that \( h_I V^\infty \) is closed in \( V^\infty \), we also infer the following. Let \( p \) be a \( G \)-continuous norm on \( V^\infty \). Then, by the open mapping theorem, there exists a \( G \)-continuous norm \( q \) such that every \( v \in h_I V^\infty \) admits a presentation

\[
v = \sum_{\alpha} Y_{-\alpha}u_{\alpha} + \sum_j Y_ju_j,
\]

where \( u_j, u_{\alpha} \in V^\infty \) and

\[
\sum_{\alpha} p(u_{\alpha}) + \sum_j p(u_j) \leq q(v).
\]

(7.2)

After these preliminaries, we now begin the proof. As in the beginning of the proof of [24, Theorem 3.2], we begin with a crude estimate. There exist a \( G \)-continuous norm \( p \) and a constant \( \mu \in \mathbb{R} \) such that

\[
|m_{v,\eta}(\exp(tX) \cdot z_0)| \leq e^{\mu t}p(v), \quad v \in V^\infty \text{ and } t \geq 0.
\]

(7.3)

Let \( \lambda_0 = \lambda_0(X) \) be the infimum of the set of all \( \mu \) for which such an estimate is valid for some \( G \)-continuous norm \( p \).
In the first step we consider vectors $v \in \mathfrak{h}_1 V^\infty$ and let $v = \sum_\alpha Y_{-\alpha} u_\alpha + \sum_\gamma Y_\gamma u_\gamma$ be a presentation as above. Then we compute with (7.1), for all $a \in A_I$,

$$m_{v, \eta}(a \cdot z_0) = \sum_\alpha \eta(a^{-1} Y_{-\alpha} u_\alpha) = \sum_\alpha a^\alpha \eta(Y_{-\alpha} a^{-1} u_\alpha).$$

Note that $Y_{-\alpha + \sum_{\alpha + \beta \notin \{ I \}} X_{\alpha, \beta}} \in \mathfrak{h}$. Hence

$$m_{v, \eta}(a \cdot z_0) = - \sum_\alpha \sum_{\alpha + \beta \notin \{ I \}} a^\alpha \eta(X_{\alpha, \beta} a^{-1} u_\alpha) = - \sum_\alpha \sum_{\alpha + \beta \notin \{ I \}} a^{\alpha + \beta} \eta(a^{-1} X_{\alpha, \beta} u_\alpha). \quad (7.4)$$

Notice that $a^{\alpha + \beta} \leq 1$ if $a \in A_Z$. We now specialize to $a = \exp(tX)$ with $t \geq 0$. Let

$$c = c(X) := \max_{\alpha + \beta \notin \{ I \}} (\alpha + \beta)(X), \quad (7.5)$$

and note that $c < 0$, as $X$ determines $I$.

Let $p_1$ be a first order Sobolev norm of $p$, and let $q_1$ be related to $p_1$ as in (7.2). Then, by (7.3) and (7.4),

$$|m_{v, \eta}(\exp(tX) \cdot z_0)| \leq e^{t(c + \mu)} \sum_{\alpha, \beta} p(X_{\alpha, \beta} u_\alpha) \leq Ce^{t(\mu + c)} \sum_\alpha p_1(u_\alpha) \leq Ce^{t(\mu + c)} q_1(v),$$

where $C > 0$ is a constant determined from the coordinates of $X_{\alpha, \beta}$ in terms of the basis for $g$ used in the Sobolev norm.

This brings us to the following improved estimate for elements from $\mathfrak{h}_1 V^\infty$. For each $p$ and $\mu$ satisfying (7.3) there exists a $G$-continuous norm $p'$ such that

$$|m_{v, \eta}(\exp(tX))| \leq e^{t(\mu + c)} p'(v), \quad t \geq 0 \text{ and } v \in \mathfrak{h}_1 V^\infty. \quad (7.6)$$

Let $E = E_X$ be the spectrum of $X$ on $U$. We write $U = \bigoplus_{\lambda \in \mathcal{E}} U[\lambda]$ for the decomposition into generalized $X$-eigenspaces, and correspondingly $u = \sum_\lambda u_\lambda$ for $u \in U$. For $v \in V^\infty$ let $[v] = v + \mathfrak{h}_1 V^\infty$ be its equivalence class in $U$. Let

$$V^\infty[\lambda] = \{ v \in V^\infty : [v] \in U[\lambda] \}$$

for $\lambda \in \mathcal{E}$.

Let $\lambda \in \mathcal{E}$ and $v \in V^\infty[\lambda]$. Define

$$v_0 := v \quad \text{and} \quad v_i := (X - \lambda)v_{i-1}, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots.$$ 

Let $d$ be the last value of $i$ for which $[v_i] \neq 0$. Then $X$ is represented by a lower triangular Jordan matrix on the invariant subspace $\mathbb{C}^{d+1} \cong \text{span}_\mathbb{C} \{ [v_0], \ldots, [v_d] \} \subset U[\lambda]$. We denote by $B$ the transpose of that matrix. It follows from the definition of $v_i$ that

$$p(v_i) \leq C p_1(v), \quad i = 0, 1, \ldots, \quad (7.7)$$
for all $v \in V^\infty$, with a constant $C > 0$ which depends on the coordinates of $X - \lambda$ in terms of the basis for $\mathfrak{g}$ used in the Sobolev norm $p_i$.

Now consider the $C^{d+1}$-valued functions

$$F(t) = (m_{v_0, \eta}(\exp(tX)), \ldots, m_{v_d, \eta}(\exp(tX)))$$

and

$$R(t) = -(0, \ldots, 0, m_{w, \eta}(\exp(tX))),$$

where $w = v_{d+1} \in \mathfrak{h} V^\infty$. Then $F$ satisfies the ordinary differential equation

$$F'(t) = -BF(t) + R(t).$$

The general solution formula then gives

$$F(t) = e^{-tB}F(0) + e^{-tB} \int_0^t e^{sB}R(s) \, ds. \quad (7.8)$$

From (7.6) and (7.7) we infer that for each $\mu > \lambda_0$ there exists a $G$-continuous norm $p$, independent of $v$, such that

$$|F(t)| \leq p(v) \max\{(1+t)^de^{-\Re \lambda t}, e^{(\mu+c/2)t}\}.$$

In particular, this estimate applies to $m_{v, \eta}$.

We conclude that for each pair $(p, \mu)$ satisfying (7.3), there exists a $G$-continuous norm $p''$ such that

$$|m_{v, \eta}(\exp(tX))| \leq \max\{e^{-t\Re \lambda}(1+t)^d, e^{(\mu+c/2)t}\} p''(v), \quad t \geq 0, \quad (7.9)$$

for all $\lambda \in \mathcal{E}_X$ and all $v \in V^\infty [\lambda]$. Here $d+1$ is determined as the maximal possible length of a Jordan block of $X$ on $U[\lambda]$.

Before we move on, we recall the following standard fact from functional analysis. Let $E$ be a Fréchet space and $F \subseteq E$ be a closed subspace, then $E/F$ is a Fréchet space. Moreover, if $\{p^n\}_n$ is a sequence of semi-norms which define the topology on $E$, then $[p^n](v+F) := \inf_{w \in F} p^n(v+w)$ is a family of semi-norms which defines the topology on $E/F$.

Our previous discussion shows that for every $G$-continuous norm $p$ on $V$ there is a $G$-continuous norm $q$ such that for all $v \in V^\infty$ we find $v_\lambda \in V^\infty [\lambda]$ with $[v_\lambda] = [v]_\lambda$ and

$$p(v_\lambda) \leq q(v), \quad \lambda \in \mathcal{E}. \quad (7.10)$$
The continuity expressed by this will be used to combine estimates for \( v \in V^\infty[\lambda] \) with different \( \lambda \in \mathcal{E} \) into an estimate for all \( v \in V^\infty \).

We shall now split \( \mathcal{E} \) into the disjoint union

\[
\mathcal{E} = \mathcal{E}_- \cup \mathcal{E}_0 \cup \mathcal{E}_+
\]

of elements \( \lambda \) with \( -\Re \lambda < \lambda_0 \), \( -\Re \lambda = \lambda_0 \) and \( -\Re \lambda > \lambda_0 \), respectively.

For \( \lambda \in \mathcal{E}_- \) we obtain from (7.9) that there exists a \( G \)-continuous norm \( p \) such that

\[
|m_{v,\eta}(\exp(tX))| \leq e^{\nu t} p(v), \quad t \geq 0 \quad \text{and} \quad v \in V^\infty[\lambda], \quad (7.11)
\]

for some \( \nu < \lambda_0 \).

Let \( \lambda \in \mathcal{E}_+ \cup \mathcal{E}_0 \) and let \( \mu + \frac{1}{2} \epsilon < \lambda_0 < \mu \). Then it follows from (7.6) that the integral

\[
\int_0^\infty e^{sB} R(s) \, ds \text{ is absolutely convergent. Hence,}
\]

\[
c^\infty = c^\infty(v) := \lim_{t \to \infty} e^{tB} F(t) = F(0) + \int_0^\infty e^{sB} R(s) \, ds \in \mathbb{C}^{d+1}
\]

exists and satisfies \( |c^\infty(v)| \leq p(v) \) for a \( G \)-continuous norm \( p \). The solution formula (7.8) can then be rewritten as

\[
F(t) = e^{-tB} c^\infty - e^{-tB} \int_t^\infty e^{sB} R(s) \, ds. \quad (7.12)
\]

Moreover, we also obtain from (7.6) that

\[
\left| e^{-tB} \int_t^\infty e^{sB} R(s) \, ds \right| = \left| \int_t^\infty e^{sB} R(s+t) \, ds \right| \leq C p(v) e^{(\mu+c/2)t} \quad (7.13)
\]

for a constant \( C > 0 \).

In particular, the estimate (7.13) applies to \( |m_{v,\eta}(\exp(tX))| \) when \( c^\infty = 0 \) and yields

\[
|m_{v,\eta}(\exp(tX))| \leq e^{(\mu+c/2)t} p(v), \quad t \geq 0. \quad (7.14)
\]

It follows that \( c^\infty \) cannot be zero for all \( \lambda \in \mathcal{E}_0 \cup \mathcal{E}_+ \) and all \( v \in V^\infty[\lambda] \), as in that case we would reach from (7.11) and (7.14) a contradiction with the definition of \( \lambda_0 \).

Let now \( v \in V^\infty[\lambda] \) be such that \( c^\infty \neq 0 \), say \( c^\infty = (c_0^\infty, \ldots, c_k^\infty, 0, \ldots, 0) \) with \( c_k^\infty \neq 0 \). Then

\[
|e^{-tB} c^\infty| \sim c_k^\infty e^{-t \Re \lambda \frac{t^k}{k!}}
\]

for \( t \) large. Hence, with (7.12) and (7.13), for all \( v \in V^\infty[\lambda] \) we obtain

\[
|m_{v,\eta}(\exp(tX))| \leq e^{-t \Re \lambda (1+t)^d} p(v), \quad t \geq 0. \quad (7.15)
\]
Here \( d_\lambda \) is the maximal possible value of \( k \) among all \( v \in V^\infty[\lambda] \). In addition, we have for some \( v \in V^\infty[\lambda] \) a non-trivial lower bound

\[
|m_{v,q}(\exp(tX))| \geq C_0 t^{d_\lambda} e^{-t \Re \lambda} \tag{7.16}
\]

for \( C_0 > 0 \) and \( t \) sufficiently large. It follows that \( -\Re \lambda \leq \lambda_0 \), and hence \( \lambda \in \mathcal{E}_0 \). In particular, we conclude that (7.14) applies to all \( \lambda \in \mathcal{E}_+ \).

By combining (7.11) for \( \lambda \in \mathcal{E}_- \), (7.14) or (7.15) for \( \lambda \in \mathcal{E}_0 \) and (7.14) for \( \lambda \in \mathcal{E}_+ \), and using (7.10), we see that

\[
|m_{v,q}(\exp(tX))| \leq e^{t\lambda_0}(1 + t)^d_\lambda p(v), \quad t \geq 0. \tag{7.17}
\]

for all \( v \in V^\infty \), where \( d_\lambda \) is the maximal value of \( d_\lambda \) for \( \lambda \in \mathcal{E}_0 \). Moreover, by (7.16),

\[
|m_{v,q}(\exp(tX))| \geq C_0 t^{d_\lambda} e^{t\lambda_0}
\]

for some \( v \in V^\infty \). We conclude from (6.24) that \( C_0 t^{d_\lambda} e^{t\lambda_0} \leq C t^{d_\lambda} e^{t\lambda X} \), and thus (7.17) implies the statement in (1). Note that then \( \lambda_0 = \lambda_X \) by Proposition 6.13.

(2) Recall that \( |m_{v,q}(aw \cdot z_0)| = |m_{v,q}(aw \cdot z_0)|^{b_1 v, a} \) for all \( b \in A_{Z,E}, a \in A_Z \) and \( w \in W \). Hence we may assume that \( a_{Z,E} = 0 \) for our purpose.

For \( \delta > 0 \) and \( I \subseteq S \) we set

\[
S_\delta(a_Z \cap a_I) := \{ X \in S(a_Z) \cap a_I : -\alpha(X) \geq \delta \text{ for all } \alpha \in S \setminus I \}.
\]

Then, for each \( I \neq S \) and each \( \delta > 0 \), we obtain an estimate as in (1) with a \( G \)-continuous norm \( q = q_\delta \) which is uniform for all \( X \in S_\delta(a_Z \cap a_I) \). This is because in the proof of (1) only the constant \( c \) from (7.5) enters in the quantification of \( q \). Indeed, \( q \) was constructed from the initial estimate (7.3), which is valid for all \( X \), in a number of steps each of which lowered the exponent \( \mu \) by \( \frac{1}{2} \). In each step a new norm \( p' \) was constructed from a previous one \( p \), and this construction can be done independently of \( X \), as long as it remains in the bounded set \( S(a_Z) \). Since the constant \( \mu \) in the initial estimate (7.3) can be chosen independently of \( X \), and since \( \lambda_0(X) = \lambda_X \) is uniformly bounded below by continuity, the maximal number of steps depends only on \( c \).

Further, for \( |S \setminus I| = 1 \), i.e. \( a_I \) is 1-dimensional, we note that \( S_\delta(a_Z \cap a_I) = S(a_Z) \cap a_I \) if \( \delta \) is small enough. Hence, in this case, we have a-priori estimates which are uniform for all \( X \in S(a_Z) \cap a_I \). The proof then proceeds by induction on \( \dim a_I \). We explain the proof for the final step where \( X \in S(a_Z) \cap a_I \) for \( a_I = a_Z \). By the induction hypothesis, we then have uniform estimates for all \( X \in S(a_Z) \cap a_I \) with \( |I| \geq 1 \).

Let \( \delta > 0 \) be fixed. It will be described at the end of the proof how it is chosen from the given \( \varepsilon \). As explained above, we have a uniform estimate for \( X \in S_\delta(a_Z) \). For the
remaining $X \in S(a_Z)$, we have $\alpha(X) \leq 0$ for at least one $\alpha \in S$, and hence we can write $X = X_1 + X_2$ where $X_1 \in S(a_Z) \cap a_I$ for some $I \subset S$ with $|I| \geq 1$ and $X_2 \in a_Z$ is small relative to $\delta$, i.e. $\|X_2\| < C\delta$ with a constant $C$ independent of $\delta$.

Observe that $m_{\nu, \eta}(\exp(tX) \cdot z_0) = m_{\exp(tX_1) \cdot \eta}(\exp(tX_1) \cdot z_0)$, and thus from (1) we obtain, for $t \geq 1$,

$$|m_{\nu, \eta}(\exp(tX) \cdot z_0)| \leq q(\exp(tX_2)v)e^{t\lambda_1} + t^{d_1}. $$

It follows from (6.23) that $\lambda_1 \leq \lambda_{V, \eta}(X_1)$. Since $q$ is $G$-continuous, we have

$$q(\exp(tX_2)v) \leq \epsilon t\|X_2\|c_q q(v)$$

where $c_q > 0$ is a constant depending on $q$. Hence (2) follows if

$$|\lambda_{V, \eta}(X_2)| + c_q\|X_2\| < -\epsilon \mu(X),$$

and this can be attained uniformly with a proper choice of $\delta$, since $-\mu$ is bounded below on $S(a_Z)$.

**Remark 7.3.** The proof of (1) shows that $\lambda_X \leq \lambda_{V, \eta}(X_1)$. Since $q$ is $G$-continuous, we have

$$q(\exp(tX_2)v) \leq \epsilon t\|X_2\|c_q q(v)$$

where $c_q > 0$ is a constant depending on $q$. Hence (2) follows if

$$|\lambda_{V, \eta}(X_2)| + c_q\|X_2\| < -\epsilon \mu(X),$$

and this can be attained uniformly with a proper choice of $\delta$, since $-\mu$ is bounded below on $S(a_Z)$.

**Remark 7.4.** In the group case $Z = (G \times G)/G \simeq G$, the existence of the norm $q$ in Theorem 7.2 (2) makes the statement considerably stronger than the corresponding result in [36, Theorem 4.3.5], because it implies a bound for matrix coefficients $m_{\tilde{\nu}, \nu}$ on $G$, which is simultaneously uniform with respect to the two smooth vectors $\nu$ and $\tilde{\nu}$. We refer to [24, Theorem 5.8], where the generalization is obtained for symmetric spaces and subsequently explicated for the group case.

### 7.2. The wave-front case

For this case, we replace the smooth globalization $V^\infty$ by the analytic globalization $V^\omega \subset V^\infty$. We briefly recall its construction (see [21, Remark 6.6]). Let $p$ be any $G$-continuous norm on $V$. Then there is a family of analytic norms (not necessarily $G$-continuous) $\{p_\epsilon\}_{\epsilon > 0}$ on $V$, such that $V^\omega = \lim_{\epsilon \to 0} V^\epsilon$ with $V^\epsilon$ the completion of $V$ with respect to $p_\epsilon$. These norms feature the following properties:

(a) for $\epsilon \leq \epsilon'$ one has $p_\epsilon \leq p_{\epsilon'}$ and continuous inclusion $V^{\epsilon'} \to V^\epsilon$;

(b) for each compact set $\Omega \subset G$ and $\epsilon > 0$ there exist $0 < \epsilon' \leq \epsilon$ and a constant $C$ such that $p_{\epsilon'}(g \cdot v) \leq C p_\epsilon(v)$ for all $v \in V$ and $g \in \Omega$;

(c) for each $G$-continuous norm $q$ and $\epsilon > 0$, there exists a constant $C$ such that

$$q \leq C p_\epsilon.$$
Let $F \subset \Pi$ and let $P_F = G_F U_F$ be the associated parabolic subgroup as described in §4. For any Harish-Chandra module $V$ we recall that $V/\hat{u}_F V$ is a Harish-Chandra module for the pair $(g_F, K_F)$, and as such has an analytic globalization $(V/\hat{u}_F V)^\omega$ as $G_F$-representation.

**Lemma 7.5.** Let $V$ be a Harish-Chandra module. Then $\hat{u}_F V^\omega$ is closed in $V^\omega$. In particular, $V^\omega/\hat{u}_F V^\omega = (V/\hat{u}_F V)^\omega$.

**Proof.** Since the analytic globalization $V^\omega$ coincides with the minimal globalization of Kashiwara–Schmid, this follows from the version of the Casselman comparison theorem established in [6, Theorem 1] or [9, Theorem 1.3].

**Theorem 7.6.** Assume that $Z$ is wave-front. Let $V$ be a Harish-Chandra module, $(V, \eta)$ be a spherical pair, and $p$ be a $G$-continuous norm on $V$. Then there exists a constant $d \in \mathbb{N}$ such that the following holds for each compact subset $\Omega \subset G$ and each $X \in S(a_Z)$: for every $\varepsilon > 0$ there exists a constant $C > 0$ such that

$$|m_{e, \eta}(\omega \exp(tX)w \cdot z_0)| \leq C p_\varepsilon(v) e^{tX} t^d a^{\Lambda_V, \sigma}(1 + \| \log a \|)^d$$

for all $v \in V$, $t \geq 1$, $a \in A_Z$, $\omega \in \Omega$ and $w \in W$.

**Proof.** By using the property (b) for the norms $p_\varepsilon$, we reduce to $\omega = 1$ as in the proof of Theorem 7.2. Likewise we can assume that $w = 1$.

Each element $X \in S(a_Z)$ determines a set $I := \{ \sigma \in S | \sigma(X) = 0 \}$. As we assume that $Z$ is wave-front we obtain a parabolic $p_F = p_{F_I}$ from Proposition 5.5. In particular, there exists an element $Y \in a^-$ such that $Y + a_H = X$ and $F = \{ \alpha \in \Pi | \alpha(Y) = 0 \}$. Moreover, for every $\sigma = \alpha + \beta \in M$ with $a \in \Sigma_u \setminus (F)$ we record

$$(\alpha + \beta)(X) = (\alpha + \beta)(Y) < 0. \quad (7.18)$$

The proof is quite analogous to the one for Theorem 7.2 (1). We confine ourselves to the steps where it differs. The main difference consists of replacing $U = V^{\infty}/\bar{H} V^{\infty}$ by $U := V^\omega/\hat{u}_F V^\omega$, and applying Lemma 7.5 in place of Lemma 7.1. We observe that as $U$ is a Harish-Chandra module for $g_F$, it admits a finite decomposition into generalized eigenspaces for $a_F$.

As before, we pretend that all root spaces $g^\alpha$ are 1-dimensional and fix a basis of root vectors $(X_{-\alpha})_\alpha$ of $\hat{u}_F$. The expression (7.1) is just replaced by the corresponding expression for $\text{Ad}(a)X_{-\alpha}$, where $a \in A$.

The inequality (7.2) has the following analytic counterpart. For all $\varepsilon > 0$ there exist $\varepsilon' > 0$ and a constant $C_\varepsilon > 0$ such that every $v \in \hat{u}_F V$ admits a presentation $v = \sum_\alpha X_{-\alpha} u_\alpha$, with $u_\alpha \in V$ and

$$\sum_\alpha p_{\varepsilon}(u_\alpha) \leq C_\varepsilon p_\varepsilon(v). \quad (7.19)$$
This follows from Lemma 7.5, by the argument of [21, Remark 6.6] (note that \( \varepsilon \) and \( \varepsilon' \) need to be interchanged in (6.5) of that remark).

We replace the initial estimate (7.3) by the following, which is derived from it with property (c) for the norms \( p_\varepsilon \). For some \( \lambda \in a_f^*Z \), some \( \mu \in \mathbb{R} \) and all \( \varepsilon' > 0 \) there exist a constant \( C \) such that

\[
|m_{v,\eta}(a \exp(tX) \cdot z_0)| \leq Ce^{\mu a^\lambda p_{\varepsilon'}(v)}, \quad t \geq 0 \text{ and } a \in A_f^{-Z}.
\]

(7.20)

Let \( v \in \bar{u}_F V \). With (3.3) and the above presentation of \( v \) we obtain, as in (7.4),

\[
m_{v,\eta}(a \cdot z_0) = - \sum_\alpha \sum_\beta a^{\alpha + \beta} \eta(a^{-1}X_{\alpha,\beta}u_\alpha)
\]

(7.21)

for all \( a \in A_f^Z \). Here \( \alpha + \beta \in \mathcal{M} \), and hence \( a^{\alpha + \beta} \leq 1 \) if \( a \in A_f^Z \). In addition \( \alpha \notin \langle F \rangle \), and hence, by (7.18), there exists \( c > 0 \) such that \( (\alpha + \beta)(X) \leq c \) for all terms in (7.21).

From the crude estimate (7.20) we then obtain

\[
|m_{v,\eta}(a \exp(tX) \cdot z_0)| \leq C a^\lambda e^{t(\mu + c)} \sum_\alpha \sum_\beta p_{\varepsilon'}(X_{\alpha,\beta}u_\alpha), \quad t \geq 0 \text{ and } a \in A_f^{-Z}.
\]

Since \( p_{\varepsilon'} \) is analytic, there exists \( C' > 0 \) such that \( p_{\varepsilon'}(X_{\alpha,\beta}u) \leq C' p_{\varepsilon'}(u) \) for all \( u \in V \), and from (7.19) we finally derive the following improved estimate, analogous to (7.6).

For each \( \mu \) satisfying (7.20) and for each \( \varepsilon > 0 \) there exists a constant \( C \) such that

\[
|m_{v,\eta}(a \exp(tX) \cdot z_0)| \leq Ca^\lambda e^{t(\mu + c)} p_{\varepsilon'}(v), \quad t \geq 0 \text{ and } a \in A_f^{-Z}
\]

(7.22)

for all \( v \in \bar{u}_F V \).

Following the previous proof, with \( E = \mathcal{E}_X \) now denoting the spectrum of \( X \) on the \( a_F \)-finite module \( U = V/\bar{u}_F V \), we arrive at the bound

\[
|m_{v,\eta}(a \exp(tX) \cdot z_0)| \leq Cp_{\varepsilon'}(v)a^\lambda e^{t\lambda X} p_{\varepsilon'}(X)
\]

for all \( t \geq 1, \omega \in \Omega, w \in W \) and \( a \in A_f^{-Z} \). Using the coordinates from (5.1) for \( a_f^{-Z} \), we can now iterate with the sequence \( X = -\omega_1, \ldots, -\omega_s \) and optimize \( \lambda \) to \( \Lambda_{V,\eta} \) at the cost of a possible logarithmic term.

\[ \square \]

8. Discrete series

All \( \eta \in (V^{-\infty})^H \) to be considered in the sequel are requested to be \( A_f,E \)-eigenvectors, say \( a \cdot \eta = a^\lambda \eta \). Recall from (6.21) that then \( \Lambda_{V,0}|_{a_f E} = \text{Re } \chi \).
For $Z$ unimodular and for an irreducible Harish-Chandra module $V$ we introduced in [21, Definition 5.3] the notion of a $Z$-tempered pair $(V, \eta)$, and showed in [21, Proposition 5.5] that this condition is satisfied by almost all pairs that contribute to the Plancherel decomposition of $Z$. With [21] Remark 5.4 $(V, \eta)$ is $Z$-tempered if and only if for all $v \in V$ there exists a constant $C_v > 0$ and an $m \in \mathbb{N}$ such that

$$|m_{v, \eta}(\omega w \cdot z_0)| \leq C_v a^{\delta_q}(1 + \|\log a\|)^m$$

(8.1)

for all $\omega \in \Omega$, $w \in W$ and $a \in A_Z$. Here $\delta_q := \delta_a \in \mathfrak{a}_Z^*$ is defined by $2\delta_q(X) = \text{tr} \, \text{ad}_a(X)$, and $\Omega$ denotes a compact set for which (3.16) is valid.

**Remark 8.1.** In (8.1) we can replace the constant $C_v$ by $q(v)$, where $q$ is a $G$-continuous norm (see [21, Definition 5.3]). Hence the notion of a tempered pair $(V, \eta)$ only depends on $V^\infty$ and not on the particular choice of the maximal compact subgroup $K$.

We now give a criterion for temperedness in terms of $\Lambda_{V, \eta}$. Let us first note that, by (6.4) and (6.21), the temperedness (8.1) implies

$$(\Lambda_{V, \eta} - \rho_Q)(X) = 0$$

(8.2)

for the following assertions:

1. $(V, \eta)$ is tempered;
2. $(\Lambda_{V, \eta} - \rho_Q)|_{\mathfrak{a}_Z} \leq 0$.

Moreover, if $Z$ is wave-front, (1) and (2) are equivalent.

**Proof.** It is immediate from Theorem 7.6 that (2) implies (1) when $Z$ is wave-front. For the converse we use the lower bound in Proposition 6.13 with $Y_0 = 0$ and $X = -\omega_j$, together with (8.2) and

$$\lambda_{-\omega_j} = \Lambda_{V, \eta}(-\omega_j), \quad 1 \leq j \leq s.$$

Recall the coordinates (5.1) of $\mathfrak{a}_Z$. In the context of Theorem 8.2, we shall say that the pair $(V, \eta)$ satisfies the strong inequality if

$$(\Lambda_{V, \eta} - \rho_Q)(\omega_j) > 0, \quad 1 \leq j \leq s,$$

(8.3)

holds, together with (8.2). This terminology is motivated by the relation of (8.3) to square integrability, which will be shown in Theorem 8.5. For that we need to recall some results on half-densities.

**Remark 8.3.** The strong inequality implies temperedness for spaces which are absolutely spherical or wave-front. In the latter case this is part of Theorem 8.2. Using Theorem 7.2 instead of Theorem 7.6 in the above proof, the assertion follows in the absolutely spherical case as well.
8.1. Densities on a homogeneous space

In this section we consider a closed subgroup $H$ of a Lie group $G$ and the associated homogeneous space $Z = G/H$. In (3.26) we attached to $Z$ the modular character $\Delta_Z = |\det Ad_{g/h}|^{-1}$ on $H$.

Let $p = \text{dim } Z$, fix $0 \neq \Omega \in \bigwedge^p (\mathfrak{g}/\mathfrak{h})^*$ and observe that

$$\text{Ad}^*(h)|\Omega| = \Delta_Z(h)|\Omega|.$$ 

We view $\bigwedge^p (\mathfrak{g}/\mathfrak{h})^*$ as a subspace of $\bigwedge^p \mathfrak{g}^*$ and extend $\Omega$ to a $G$-invariant differential $p$-form on $G$ via

$$\Omega(g)(d\lambda_g(1)X_1, ..., d\lambda_g(1)X_p) = \Omega(X_1, ..., X_p)$$

for $X_1, ..., X_p \in \mathfrak{g}$ and with $\lambda_g(x) = gx$ for $x \in G$, the left displacement by $g$ on $G$.

Given a character $\xi$ of $H$, we set

$$C^\infty_c(G; \xi) := \{ f \in C^\infty(G) : f(\cdot h) = \xi(h)^{-1}f(\cdot) \text{ for } h \in H \}.$$ 

We write $C^\infty_c(G; \xi)$ for the subspace of $C^\infty(G; \xi)$ which consists of functions which are compactly supported modulo $H$.

Now observe that, if $f \in C^\infty(G; \Delta_Z)$, then the density

$$|\Omega|f(\cdot)(d\lambda_g(1)X_1, ..., d\lambda_g(1)X_p) = f(g)|\Omega|(X_1, ..., X_p)$$

factors to a smooth density on $Z$ and every smooth density on $Z$ is of this type. In other words there is a natural identification

$$C^\infty(G; \Delta_Z) \rightarrow \text{Dens}^\infty(Z),$$

$$f \mapsto |\Omega|f,$$

with the space $\text{Dens}^\infty(Z)$ of smooth densities of $Z$. This identification is observed to be $G$-equivariant.

In a moment we shall need certain spaces of smooth half-densities, which are defined as follows. A character $\xi : H \rightarrow \mathbb{C}^*$ for which

$$|\xi| = \Delta_Z^{1/2}$$

will be called a \textit{normalized unitary} character. For such characters we define on $C^\infty_c(G; \xi)$ by

$$\langle f, h \rangle := \int_Z |\Omega|f_h$$

an inner product, which is preserved by the left regular action of $G$. We denote by $L^2(Z; \xi)$ the Hilbert completion of $C^\infty_c(G; \xi)$ with respect to this inner product, and note that it is a unitary $G$-module for the left regular representation. With the terminology of [29], it is the representation induced by the unitary character $\Delta_Z^{-1/2}\xi$ of $H$.

With that, we can define the $\xi$-twisted discrete series for $G/H$ as the set of (equivalence classes of) irreducible representations of $G$ which embed into $L^2(Z; \xi)$. 
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8.2. A criterion for discrete series

Let us return to the set-up from before §8.1, with $Z=G/H$ being real spherical and unimodular. By a slight change from previous notation, we denote in this section by $\hat{H}$ the connected Lie subgroup of $G$ with Lie algebra $\hat{h}$. Likewise we set $\hat{Z}=G/\hat{H}$. Unlike $Z$, the space $\hat{Z}$ is not necessarily unimodular. We write $\hat{\Delta}$ for the modular function of $\hat{Z}$.

**Lemma 8.4.** Let $ha \in \hat{H}$, with $a \in A_Z,E$ and $h \in H$. Then

$$\hat{\Delta}(ha) = a^{-2\varrho_Q}.$$  

**Proof.** Since $Z$ is unimodular and $H$ is a normal subgroup of $\hat{H}$, we deduce that $H \subset \ker \hat{\Delta}$. Hence

$$\hat{\Delta}(ha) = |\det \text{Ad}_{g/\hat{h}(a)}|^{-1}.$$  

Finally observe that $h$ is isomorphic to $(l \cap h)+\bar{u}$ as an $A_Z,E$-module. The assertion follows.

We extend the character $e^{-\chi}$ of $A_Z,E$ to a character $\xi$ of $\hat{H}$, which is trivial on $H$, and note that it then follows from $a \cdot \eta = e^\chi \eta$ that $m_{v,\eta} \in C^\infty(\hat{Z};\xi)$. It follows from Lemma 8.4 that $\xi$ is normalized unitary if and only if $\text{Re} \chi = \varrho_Q$ (compare also (6.2)).

**Theorem 8.5.** Let $Z$ be unimodular, $V$ be a Harish-Chandra module and $\eta \in (V^{-\infty})^H$ be an element with eigencharacter $e^\chi$ on $A_Z,E$. Let $\xi = e^{-\chi}$. Then (i) implies (ii) for the following assertions:

(i) $\xi$ is normalized unitary and $m_{v,\eta} \in L^2(\hat{Z};\xi)$ for all $v \in V$;

(ii) $(V, \eta)$ satisfies the strong inequality (see (8.3)),

Moreover, if $Z$ is absolutely spherical or wave-front, (i) and (ii) are equivalent.

It is a consequence of (i) that (the completion of) $V$ belongs to the $\xi$-twisted discrete series of $\hat{Z}$.

**Proof.** Assume (ii). It follows from (8.2) that $\text{Re} \chi = \text{Av}_v = \varrho_Q$ on $aZ,E$. Hence $\xi$ is normalized unitary and $|\Omega|_v := |\Omega|_{m_{v,\eta}}$ is a density on $\hat{Z}$ for each $v \in V$. We need to show that it is integrable. Recall from (3.19), applied to $\hat{Z}=G/\hat{H}$, that

$$\hat{Z} = F''K\hat{A}_Z\hat{W} : \hat{z}_0,$$  

(8.5)

where $F''$ is a finite set. Keep in mind that $A_{\hat{Z}}=A_Z/A_Z,E$ and that we realize $A_{\hat{Z}} \subset A_Z$. Let $M_H=[Z_K,H(A_{\hat{Z}})]_e$ and note that $M_HW \subset \hat{W}\hat{H}$. Hence, the the polar map

$$\Phi: F'' \times K/M_H \times A_{\hat{Z}} \times \hat{W} \rightarrow \hat{Z}$$

associated with (8.5) is defined. We note that

- $\Phi$ has generically invertible differential;
- $\Phi$ has generically finite fibers,
and that the second item follows from the first, as $\Phi$ is, up to finite cover, the restriction of a dominant algebraic map between complex varieties of the same dimension. Let $|\omega|_v := \Phi^*(|\Omega|_v)$ be the pull-back of the density $|\Omega|_v$. It follows from the observations above that $|\omega|_v$ is integrable if and only if $|\Omega|_v$ is. Let us now compute this pull-back explicitly. For a subspace $U \subset g$ we fix a basis $u_1, \ldots, u_p$ and set $\omega_U = u_1 \cdots u_p \in \wedge^p g$. Let $U$ be the orthogonal complement of $m_H$ in $k$. Define a function $J$ on $\hat{A_Z}$ by

$$J(a)|\omega_g| = |\omega_U \wedge \omega_{A_Z} \wedge [\text{Ad}(a)\omega_g]|.$$  

Then there exists a constant $C > 0$ (depending on the normalization of measures) such that

$$|\omega|_v(w', kM_H, a, w) = C|m_{v, \eta}(w' kaw \cdot z_0)|^2 J(a) |d|(a) |d|(kM_H)$$

for $w' \in F''$ and $w \in W$, where $|d|(kM_H)$ and $|d|(a)$ are the Haar densities on $K/M_H$ and $A_Z$, respectively. We deduce from (8.6) and (3.11) that $J(a) \leq C a^{-2\varrho_Q}$ for all $a \in A_Z^\times$.

If $Z$ is absolutely spherical or wave-front, the integrability of $|\omega|_v$ now follows from Theorem 7.2 (2) and Theorem 7.6. Hence (i) is valid in that case. Assume (i). We argue by contradiction and assume that (8.3) fails, i.e. there exists $\omega_j$ such that

$$(\Lambda_V, \eta - \varrho_Q)(\omega_j) < 0.$$

It suffices to show that $|\Omega|_v$ is not integrable for some $v$, when pulled back to $K \times A_Z^\times$ as in the first part of the proof. Suppose that $v \in V$ generates an irreducible $K$-module $V_\tau$ with dimension $d_\tau$. Then Schur-orthogonality implies that

$$\int_{K/M_H} |m_{v, \eta}(kaw \cdot z_0)|^2 d(kM_H) \geq \frac{1}{d_\tau} |m_{v, \eta}(aw \cdot z_0)|^2,$$

and therefore

$$\int |\omega_v| \geq C d_\tau \int_{A_Z^\times} |m_{v, \eta}(aw \cdot z_0)|^2 J(a) \, da.$$  

Next, we need a lower bound on the Jacobian function $J(a)$. We employ again (8.6) and (3.11), and deduce for $a_0 \in A_Z^\times$ sufficiently far from walls that

$$J(a_0 \exp(-t\omega_j)) \geq C e^{2t\varrho_Q(\omega_j)}$$

for all $t \geq 0$ and a positive constant $C$. Hence it follows from (8.7), Proposition 6.13 and the Fubini theorem that $|\Omega|_v$ is not square integrable for some $v$.

**Remark 8.6.** In case $Z$ is wave-front or absolutely spherical, the above theorem shows that if $(V, \eta)$ satisfies the strong inequality, then this is also the case if we replace $V$ by the space of $K$-fixed vectors in $V^\infty$ for any other regular choice of $K$. 

\[\square\]
8.3. The interlaced case

Recall that $H$ is said to be interlaced by $P$ if $U_P \subset H \subset P$, and that in this case $Z_P = G_P / H_P \simeq P / H$ for the Levi-induced spherical space.

**Lemma 8.7.** If $H$ is interlaced by $P$ and $V$ embeds into $L^2(Z, \xi)$ for some normalized unitary character $\xi$ with trivial restriction to $U_P$, then there exists a twisted discrete series $\sigma$ of $Z_P$ such that $V$ embeds into the representation of $G$ unitarily induced from $\sigma \otimes 1$ of $P = G_P U_P$.

**Proof.** We may assume that $V$ is irreducible. Note that $L^2(Z, \xi)$ is unitary equivalent with the induced representation $\text{Ind}^G_P (\xi \otimes \Delta_{Z}^{-1/2})$. Induction by stages (see [29]) implies that this is unitary equivalent with $\text{Ind}^G_P (\xi \otimes \Delta_{Z}^{-1/2})$. Since $\xi$ is trivial on $U_P$, the representations $\text{Ind}^P_H (\xi \otimes \Delta_{Z}^{-1/2})$ and $\text{Ind}^G_P (\xi|_{P} \otimes \Delta_{Z}^{-1/2}) \otimes 1$ of $P = G_P U_P$ are unitary equivalent. Let

$$
\xi_P = \xi|_{H_P} \otimes \Delta_{Z}^{-1/2} \otimes \Delta_{H_P}^{1/2}.
$$

Then $L^2(Z_P, \xi_P) \simeq \text{Ind}^G_P (\xi \otimes \Delta_{Z}^{-1/2})$. Hence $V$ embeds into the unitary representation $\text{Ind}^P_H (L^2(Z_P, \xi_P) \otimes 1)$, and this implies that it embeds in $\text{Ind}^G_P (\sigma \otimes 1)$ for some irreducible subrepresentation $\sigma$ of $L^2(Z_P, \xi_P)$.

9. The tempered spectrum of $Z$

Let $(V, \eta)$ be a spherical pair. In this section we use the power series expansions of $m_{\nu, \eta}$ from §6 to define maps

$$
(V^{-\infty})^H \longrightarrow (V^{-\infty})^{(H_w)_{1}},
\eta \longmapsto \eta_{\mu}^{\mu, w},
$$

where $\mu$ runs through certain elements of $\mathcal{E}$, the leading exponents of the $m_{\nu, \eta}$. These maps can be thought of as Radon transforms for a single spherical representation—analytically a Radon transform would be the map which takes a rapidly decaying function on $G/H$ to a function on $G/(H_w)_{1}$ by integrating out fibers $(H_w)_{1}/(H \cap (H_w)_{1})$. The coefficients of the power series expansion of $m_{\nu, \eta}$ are indexed by $\mathcal{E} \times \mathbb{N}[S]$. Roughly speaking, discarding all the coefficients not belonging to $\{\mu\} \times \mathbb{N}[I]$ and evaluating the partial expansion at $w \in \mathcal{W}$ produces an $(h_w)_{1}$-invariant linear functional $\eta_{\mu}^{\mu, w}$ on $V$ (see Lemma 9.2). The difficult part is then to see that $\eta_{\mu}^{\mu, w}$ is continuous, i.e. extends continuously to $V^{\infty}$. Under the assumption that $Z$ is wave-front or absolutely spherical, this is achieved in Lemma 9.4 using the sharp bounds from §7. Since $A_I$ acts on the finite-dimensional space $(V^{-\infty})^{(h_w)_{1}}$, we obtain a finite-dimensional $A_I$-module $W$-generated
by $\eta_I^{\mu,w}$. Appropriate $A_I$-eigenvectors which we call $\eta$-optimal, then give the tempered embedding theorem (Theorem 9.11) for a tempered pair $(V, \eta)$.

### 9.1. Leading coefficient maps

Let $(V, \eta)$ be an $H$-spherical pair as considered in §6, and let $\Xi \subset \mathfrak{a}_Z^*$ be the associated set of exponents (see (6.15)). We shall attach a set of leading coefficient maps

$$L_I: V \rightarrow C^\infty(U A A Z),$$

to each subset $I \subset S$.

Let $\Xi_I = \{ \xi | \xi \in \Xi \}$ be the set of exponents along $A_I$. In analogy with $E_{\text{lead}}$, we let $E_{\text{lead}, I}$ consist of those exponents $\mu \in \Xi_I$ for which $\mu - \sigma | a_I / \in \Xi_I$ for all $\sigma \in \mathbb{N}_0[S \setminus I]$ (see (6.16)).

Then

$$\emptyset \neq E_{\text{lead}, I} \subset E_{\text{lead}|a_I}$$

and

$$\Xi_I \subset E_{\text{lead}, I} \cap \mathbb{N}_0[S]_{|a_I} = E_{\text{lead}, I} \cap \mathbb{N}_0[(S \setminus I)]_{|a_I}.$$

For each $\mu \in E_{\text{lead}, I}$ and each $w \in W$ we define

$$L_I^{\mu,w}(v)(a) := \sum_{\xi \in \Xi, \xi|a_I = \mu} q_{v,\xi,w}(\log a) a^\xi$$

for $v \in V$ and $a \in U A A Z$, where $q_{v,\xi,w}$ is defined by (6.17).

**Lemma 9.1.** Let $\mu \in E_{\text{lead}, I}$ and $w \in W$. The linear map $L_I^{\mu,w}: V \rightarrow C^\infty(U A A Z)$ is $a_I$-equivariant.

**Proof.** This follows from the uniqueness of the coefficients in the asymptotic expansions of $m_{v,\eta}(aw \cdot z_0)$ and $L_I^{\mu,w}(v)(a)$ (see also (6.27)).

Denote by $V^*$ the algebraic dual of $V$ and define $L_I^{\mu,w}: A_I \rightarrow V^*$ by

$$L_I^{\mu,w}(a)(v) := L_I^{\mu,w}(v)(a).$$

Notice that

$$L_I^{\mu,w}(a)(v) = a^\mu p_{v,\mu,w}(\log a), \quad a \in A_I,$$

for a polynomial $p_{v,\mu,w}$ on $a_I$.

**Lemma 9.2.** Let $\mu \in E_{\text{lead}, I}$ and $w \in W$. Then $\text{im } L_I^{\mu,w} \subset (V^*)^{(b_w)I}$. 

First, it is clear that \( m \) operator \( T \) the space of all \( \mu \) \( \mu \) \( \mu \) \( \alpha \) \( \beta \) \( \tau \) \( \lambda \) \( \alpha \) \( \beta \) \( \sigma \) \( \xi \) \( \omega \) \( \eta \) \( \xi \) \( \Xi \) \( \eta \) \( \Xi \). Next, for \( \alpha \in \Sigma_\mu \) and \( \alpha \in g^{-\alpha} \), we note that

\[
T(X_{-\alpha})-T_I(X_{-\alpha}) = \sum_{\alpha+\beta \not\in \{I\}} X_{\alpha,\beta},
\]

with the notation of (3.3) and (3.10).

Let \( X=X_{-\alpha}+T_I(X_{-\alpha}) \in \mathfrak{h} \) and note that, since \( T_I(X_{-\alpha}) \) is a sum of root vectors \( X_{\alpha,\beta} \in g^{\beta} \) with \( \alpha+\beta \in \{I\} \), we have \( \text{Ad}(a)X=a^{-\alpha}X \) for \( a \in A_I \). Hence, for \( v \in V \),

\[
m_{X_{v,\eta}}(a \cdot z_0) = \eta(a^{-1}.X.v) = a^\alpha \eta(Xa^{-1}.v).
\]

Let \( Y=T(X_{-\alpha})-T_I(X_{-\alpha}) \in u \). Then \( X+Y \in \mathfrak{h} \), and for \( a \in A_I \) we obtain from above

\[
m_{X_{v,\eta}}(a \cdot z_0) = -a^\alpha \eta(Ya^{-1}.v) = -a^\alpha m_{\text{Ad}(a)Y_{v,\eta}}(a \cdot z_0).
\]

Inserting the root vector expansion (9.2), we obtain

\[
m_{X_{v,\eta}}(a \cdot z_0) = -\sum_{\alpha+\beta \not\in \{I\}} a^{\alpha+\beta} m_{X_{\alpha,\beta} \cdot v,\eta}(a \cdot z_0).
\]

By inserting for the matrix coefficients on the right-hand side of (9.3) their expansions according to (6.17), we see that on \( A_I \cap U_A \mathcal{A}_Z \) the function \( m_{X_{v,\eta}}(a \cdot z_0) \) allows an expansion with exponents which are of the form \( \xi \mid_{a_I} \) with \( \xi=\xi^I+\sigma \), where \( \xi^I \in \Xi \) and \( \sigma=\alpha+\beta \in \mathbb{N}_0[S] \setminus \{I\} \). By the definition of \( \xi \mid_{a_I} \) we get \( \xi \mid_{a_I} \neq \mu \), and hence we conclude that \( L_I^{a+1}(a)(Xv)=0 \) for \( a \in A_I \). Finally, the case of an arbitrary \( w \) proceeds along the same lines in view of the description of \( \mathfrak{h}_w \) in (3.20). \( \square \)

Let \( W \) be a finite-dimensional vector space and \( \mu \in (a_I)^{\mathbb{Z}} \). Then we call \( f: A_I \to W \) a \( \mu \)-polynomial map provided that for all \( \lambda \in W^* \) there exists a polynomial \( p_\lambda \) on \( a_I \) such that \( (\lambda \cdot f)(a)=a^\mu p_\lambda(\log a) \) for all \( a \in A_I \). Notice that there is a natural action of \( A_I \) on the space of all \( \mu \)-polynomial maps, and accordingly we obtain an action of \( U(a_I) \). The following lemma is then straightforward from the definitions.

**Lemma 9.3.** Let \( f: A_I \to W \) be a \( \mu \)-polynomial map.

1. If \( f \neq 0 \), then there exists \( u \in U(a_I) \) such that \( u \cdot f \neq 0 \) and \( (u \cdot f)(a)=a^\mu (u \cdot f)(1) \) for all \( a \in A_I \).

2. If in addition \( W_0 \subset W \) is a subspace with \( \text{im} f \subset W_0 \), then \( \text{im}(u \cdot f) \subset W_0 \) for all \( u \in U(a_I) \).
We now apply this to the specific situation where \( W=(V^*)^{(b_u,t)} \). Observe that \( W\cong (V/(b_u,t)V)^* \) is a finite-dimensional \( A_I \)-module by Lemma 6.9, and that in Lemmas 9.1 and 9.2 we have established that \( L^\mu_{I,X}: A_I \rightarrow W \) is an \( A_I \)-equivariant \( \mu \)-polynomial map. There are two invariant subspaces which are in our interest: \( (V^{-\infty})^{(b_u,t)} \subset (V^{-\infty})^{(b_u,t)} \). We already know from Lemma 9.3 that there exists an element \( u \in I(A_I) \) such that \( u \cdot L^\mu_{I,X} \) transforms as a character. Since we want to keep track of certain symmetries, we need to explicitly construct \( u \) via an iterative procedure. This will be done in (9.12). To prepare for that, let \( X \in \mathfrak{a}_I \) be such that \( \sigma(X)<0 \) for all \( \sigma \in S \backslash \mathfrak{I} \) and sufficiently generic such that \( \text{Im} \lambda(X) \neq \text{Im} \lambda'(X) \) for all pairs \( \lambda \neq \lambda' \) in \( \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead},1} \) with \( \text{Re} \lambda(X)=\text{Re} \lambda'(X) \). Recall from §6.3 the constants \( \lambda_X \) and \( d_X \). Then \( \text{Re} \xi(X) \leq \lambda_X \) for all \( \xi \in \Xi \), and for each \( \xi \in \Xi \) with \( \text{Re} \xi(X)=\lambda_X \) we have \( \xi|_{\mathfrak{a}_I} \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead},1} \). By Lemma 6.12, the polynomial \( t \rightarrow q_{\mu,w}(Y+tX) \) has degree at most \( d_X \) for all \( Y \in \mathfrak{a}_I \). Hence, for each \( \mu \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead},1} \) with \( \text{Re} \mu(X)=\lambda_X \), an assignment

\[
L^\mu_{I,X}: A_I \rightarrow (V^*)^{(b_u,t)}
\]

is defined by

\[
L^\mu_{I,X}(a)(v) = \lim_{t \to \infty} e^{-\mu(tX)} t^{-d_X} L^\mu_{I,X}(a \exp(tX))(v).
\]  

(9.4)

**Lemma 9.4.** Let \( X \in \mathfrak{a}_I \) be as above and \( \mu \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead},1} \) be such that \( \text{Re} \mu(X)=\lambda_X \). Suppose that \( Z \) is either absolutely spherical or wave-front. Then, the following assertions hold for the \( \mu \)-polynomial map \( L^\mu_{I,X}: A_I \rightarrow (V^*)^{(b_u,t)} \):

1. \( \text{Im} L^\mu_{I,X} \subset (V^{-\infty})^{(b_u,t)} \) for all \( w \) and \( \mu \) as above;
2. \( L^\mu_{I,X}(1) \neq 0 \) for some \( w \) and \( \mu \).

**Proof.** (1) Suppose first that \( Z \) is absolutely spherical. Fix \( a \in A_I \) and \( v \in V \). It follows from (6.30) that

\[
m_{\nu,\eta}(\exp(tX)aw \cdot z_0) = \sum_{\mu \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead},1}, \text{Re} \mu(X)=\lambda_X} L^\mu_{I,X}(a \exp(tX))(v) + o(e^{\lambda X t}).
\]

With \( \eta_\mu := L^\mu_{I,X}(a) \), we then deduce from Theorem 7.2 (1) and (9.4) that

\[
\left| \sum_{\mu \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead},1}, \text{Re} \mu(X)=\lambda_X} e^{i \text{Im} \mu(X)t} \eta_\mu(v) \right| \leq q(v)
\]

for all \( t \geq 1 \), with remainder \( R_\nu(t) \to 0 \) for \( t \to \infty \) and with a \( G \)-continuous norm \( q \) on \( V \). As we have chosen \( X \) generic enough, we can use the oscillatory argument from [36, Lemma 4A.1.2, fact (1)] to deduce that

\[
\sum_\mu |\eta_\mu(v)|^2 \leq \limsup_{t \to \infty} \left| \sum_\mu e^{i \text{Im} \mu(X)t} \eta_\mu(v) \right|^2,
\]
and hence $|\eta_{\mu}(v)| \leq q(v)$ for each $\mu$. This proves (1) for $Z$ absolutely spherical.

If $Z$ is wave-front, then we proceed similarly as above, but use Theorem 7.6 instead of Theorem 7.2(1) while carrying an additional $A_Z$-variable along: We first obtain as above for $b \in A_I$ that $\eta_{\mu} := \mathcal{L}_{t,w}^{\mu \omega}(b) \in (V^{-\omega}(b))_I$. Let $W_{\mu} \subset (V^{-\omega}(b))_I$ be the finite-dimensional space generated by $\text{im} \mathcal{L}_{t,w}^{\mu \omega}$. Observe that the action of $A_I$ on $W_{\mu}$ is by a single Jordan block corresponding to $\mu$. Hence, with the notions of Theorem 7.6, we find a $d \in \mathbb{N}$ such that

$$|m_{v,\eta_{\mu}}(\omega a w', z_{w,t})| \leq C_v p_t(v) b^d a^{\Lambda v, \eta} (1 + \|a\| + \|\log b\|)^d$$

for all $v \in V$, $a \in A_Z$, $b \in A_I$, $\omega \in \Omega$, $w' \in \mathcal{W}$ and all $\varepsilon > 0$. It follows from [21, Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.4] that there exists a weight $w: Z_{w,I} \to \mathbb{R}^+$ such that

$$w(abw' ; z_{w,t}) \geq b^d a^{\Lambda v, \eta} (1 + \|a\| + \|\log b\|)^d$$

for all $a \in A_Z$, $b \in A_I$ and $w' \in \mathcal{W}$. Note that $Z_{w,I} = A_I A_Z$. In particular, employing the polar decomposition for $Z_{w,I}$, it follows that

$$q(v) := \sup_{z \in Z_{w,I}} |m_{v,\eta_{\mu}}(z)| w^{-1}(z) < \infty, \quad v \in V^\omega.$$

We claim that $q$ is a $G$-continuous norm on $V$. To see that, we first note that the $G$-action on the Banach space $E = L^\infty(Z, w^{-1} dz)$ is by locally equicontinuous operators (see [4, Lemma 2.3]), and hence the $G$-continuous vectors $E_c \subset E$ form a $G$-stable closed subspace of $E$, i.e. the action of $G$ on $E_c$ defines a Banach representation. Now $V \subset E_c$, as $V$ consists even of smooth vectors. Hence, $q$ is a $G$-continuous norm on $V$. Since $|\eta_{\mu}(v)| \leq w(z_{w,t}) q(v)$ for all $v \in V$, we deduce that $\eta_{\mu} \in (V^{-\infty}(b))_I$.

To establish (2), we note that for each $\lambda \in \lambda_X + i \mathbb{R}$,

$$e^{-\lambda t} \sum_{\mu \in \text{lead}, I \atop \mu(X) = \lambda} \mathcal{L}_t^{\mu \omega}(\exp(tX))(v) = \sum_{\xi \in \Xi \atop \xi(X) = \lambda} q_{v,\xi,w}(tX).$$

It follows from Lemma 6.12 that this polynomial in $t$ has degree $d_X$ for some $\lambda \in \lambda_X + i \mathbb{R}$ and some $v$ and $w$. Hence, $\mathcal{L}_t^{\mu \omega}(\exp(tX))(v)$ has degree $d_X$ for some $\mu \in \text{lead}, I$ with $\mu(X) = \lambda$. This implies that $\mathcal{L}_t^{\mu \omega}(1) \neq 0$.

We can equally implement $\mathcal{L}_t^{\mu \omega}$ by a differential operator. To see that, we define for $Y \in A_I$ and a differentiable function $f$ on $A_I$,

$$\partial_Y f(a) := (Y \cdot f)(a) = \frac{d}{dt} \bigg|_{t=0} f(a \exp(tY)).$$

Further, for $\gamma \in \mathfrak{a}_I^*, \zeta$, we define a first-order operator

$$\partial_{\gamma, Y} := e^{\gamma \log(-\cdot)}_0 \partial_Y e^{-\gamma \log(-\cdot)} = \partial_Y - \gamma(Y).$$

The following lemma is then immediate.
Lemma 9.5. Let $\mu$ and $w$ be as in (9.4). Then

$$\left(\partial_{\mu,X}\right)^{d}X L_{I, X}^{\mu,w} = dX! L_{I, X}^{\mu,w}.$$ 

For the rest of this article we assume that $Z$ is either absolutely spherical or wave-front.

Lemma 9.6. Let $w_{I} \in W_{I}$, let $w \in W$ correspond to $w_{I}$ as in Lemma 3.10, and let $\mu \in E_{\text{lead}, I}$ with $\text{Re } \mu(X) = \lambda_{X}$. There exists $m_{w} \in M$ such that

$$m_{w} w_{I} L_{I, X}^{\mu,1}(a) = L_{I, X}^{\mu,w}(a), \quad a \in A_{I}.$$ 

Proof. We give the proof for $Z$ absolutely spherical—the proof for $Z$ wave-front is analogous.

At first, let $w \in W$ be arbitrary and $a_{s} = \exp(sX)$. Let $c_{I} \subset A_{I}$ be a compact subset. Then (9.5) implies that

$$\sum_{\nu \in E_{\text{lead}, I}, \text{Re } \nu(X) = \text{Re } \mu(X)} e^{s(\nu - \mu)(X)} L_{I, X}^{\nu,w}(a) = s^{-dX} a_{s}^{-\mu}(aa_{s} \cdot \eta_{w}) + o\left(\frac{1}{s}\right).$$  

(9.6)

The $o(1/s)$ has to be understood in the following way: Let $q = q(X)$ be the $G$-continuous norm from Theorem 7.2 (1) and $q^{*}$ be its dual norm. Then (9.6) means that

$$\lim_{s \to \infty} q^{*}\left(s^{-dX} a_{s}^{-\mu}(aa_{s} \cdot \eta_{w}) - \sum_{\nu \in E_{\text{lead}, I}, \text{Re } \nu(X) = \text{Re } \mu(X)} e^{s(\nu - \mu)(X)} L_{I, X}^{\nu,w}(a)\right) = 0$$  

(9.7)

uniformly for $a \in c_{I}$.

Moreover, note that Lemma 9.4 implies that

$$\sup_{a \in c_{I}} q^{*}\left(\sum_{\nu \in E_{\text{lead}, I}, \text{Re } \nu(X) = \text{Re } \mu(X)} e^{s(\nu - \mu)(X)} L_{I, X}^{\nu,w}(a)\right) < \infty.$$  

(9.8)

Now let $w$ correspond to $w_{I}$. From Lemma 3.10 we obtain that $w_{I} a_{s} = u_{s} m_{s} b_{s} w_{h_{s}}$ with $u_{s} \in U$, $m_{s} \in M$, $b_{s} \in A_{Z}$ and $h_{s} \in H$ such that $u_{s} \to 1$ and $b_{s} a_{s}^{-1} \to 1$ for $s \to \infty$. Moreover, we may assume that $\{m_{s}\}_{s \geq s_{0}}$ is convergent, say with limit $m_{w}^{-1} \in M$. Then

$$a_{s} w \cdot \eta = a_{s} b_{s}^{-1} m_{s}^{-1} u_{s}^{-1} w_{I} a_{s} \cdot \eta.$$ 

If we thus set $g_{s} := a_{s} b_{s}^{-1} m_{s}^{-1} u_{s}^{-1}$, then $\{g_{s}\}_{s \geq s_{0}}$ is convergent to $m_{w}$ and

$$a_{s} w \cdot \eta = g_{s} w_{I} a_{s} \cdot \eta.$$  

(9.9)
From (9.7) we have
\[ \lim_{s \to \infty} q^* \left( s^{-d\chi} a^{-\mu} (a d \cdot \eta) - \sum_{\nu \in E_{\text{lead}, I}} e^{s(\nu - \mu)(X)} L_{I, X}^{\nu, 1} (a) \right) = 0 \]
uniformly for \( a \in C_I \). As \( q^* \) is \( G \)-continuous and \( L_{I, X}^{\nu, 1} (a) \) is \( H_I \)-invariant, we hence obtain
\[ \lim_{s \to \infty} q^* \left( s^{-d\chi} a^{-\mu} (w_I h a d \cdot \eta) - \sum_{\nu \in E_{\text{lead}, I}} e^{s(\nu - \mu)(X)} L_{I, X}^{\nu, 1} (a) \right) = 0 \]
uniformly for \( h \in \text{compact subsets of } H_I \) and \( a \in C_I \). Now note that there exists \( h_a \in H_I \), depending continuously on \( a \in A_I \), such that \( w_I h_a = a w_I \) (see Lemma 3.5). Hence, we get
\[ \lim_{s \to \infty} q^* \left( s^{-d\chi} a^{-\mu} (a w_I d \cdot \eta) - \sum_{\nu \in E_{\text{lead}, I}} e^{s(\nu - \mu)(X)} L_{I, X}^{\nu, 1} (a) \right) = 0 \]
uniformly for \( a \in C_I \). Further by applying \( g_s \), which in the limit commutes with \( a \), we deduce, with (9.8) and the \( G \)-continuity of \( q^* \), that
\[ \lim_{s \to \infty} q^* \left( s^{-d\chi} a^{-\mu} (a w_I d \cdot \eta) - \sum_{\nu \in E_{\text{lead}, I}} e^{s(\nu - \mu)(X)} L_{I, X}^{\nu, 1} (a) \right) = 0 \quad (9.10) \]
uniformly for \( a \in C_I \). If we combine (9.10) with (9.9) and (9.7), we arrive at
\[ \lim_{s \to \infty} q^* \left( \sum_{\nu \in E_{\text{lead}, I}} e^{s(\nu - \mu)(X)} (L_{I, X}^{\nu, w} (a) - m_w [L_{I, X}^{\nu, 1} (a)]) \right) = 0 \quad (9.11) \]
uniformly for \( a \in C_I \).

We are now in the position to apply Lemma 6.14. For that, note that it is no loss of generality to assume that the \( G \)-continuous norm \( q \) from Theorem 7.2 is Hermitian (see [4]). Let \( \mathcal{H}_0 \) be the Hilbert completion of the Harish-Chandra module \( (V^{-\infty})^{K_{-\mathbf{n}}} \) with respect to \( q^* \). With \( \mathcal{H} := L^2 (C_I, \mathcal{H}_0) \) the lemma follows now from (9.11) and Lemma 6.14, which is easily extended to a Hilbert-space-valued setting.

In the next step we produce out of \( L_{I, X}^{\mu, w} \) a continuous functional which transforms under the action of \( A_I \) as a character. Note that
\[ L_{I, X}^{\mu, w} (a) (v) = p_{\nu, \mu, w, X} (\log a) a^\mu, \]
where \( p_{v,\mu,w,X} \) is a polynomial on \( \mathfrak{a}_I \) which is constant along all affine rays \( t \to Y + tX \) in \( \mathfrak{a}_I \). Now, if all \( p_{v,\mu,w,X} \) are constant, then we set \( \eta_{I}^{\mu,w} := \eta_{I}^{\mu,w} \). Otherwise we set \( X_1 := X \), choose \( 0 \neq X_2 \in \mathfrak{a}_I \) orthogonal to \( X_1 \) and let \( d_2 \) be the maximum of the degrees of the polynomials \( t \to p_{v,\mu,w,X}(Y + tX) \) for \( Y \in \mathfrak{a}_I \) and \( v \in V \). Then define, for \( a \in A_I \) and \( v \in V \),

\[
L_{I,X_1,X_2}(a)(v) = \lim_{t \to \infty} t^{-d_2} e^{-t\mu(X_2)} L_{I,X_1}(a \exp(tX_2))(v).
\]

As in Lemma 9.5, we have

\[
L_{I,X_1,X_2}(a)(v) = \frac{1}{d_2!} (\partial_{\mu,X_2})^{d_2} \ L_{I,X_1},
\]

With Lemmas 9.3 and 9.4, we thus get

\[
L_{I,X_1,X_2}(a)(v) = \sum_{v \in V} \sum_{w \in \mathcal{W}} c_{v,w}(\log a)\xi, \quad a \in A_Z A_I \text{ and } v \in V.
\]

with polynomials \( c_{v,w} \) which do not depend on \( \mathfrak{a}_I \).

**Lemma 9.7.** Let \( w_1 \in W_I \) and let \( w \in W \) correspond to \( w_1 \) as in Lemma 3.10. There exists \( m_{w_1} \in M \) such that

\[
m_{w_1}(\eta_{I}^{\mu,w}) = \eta_{I}^{\mu,w}.
\]

**Proof.** In view of the construction of \( \eta_{I}^{\mu,w} \), this is now immediate from Lemmas 9.6 and 9.5.

**9.2. The tempered embedding theorem**

Let \( (V, \eta) \) be an \( H \)-spherical tempered pair. Then \( g_Q(\omega_i) \leq \Lambda_{V,\eta}(\omega_i) \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, s \), by Theorem 8.2. For each leading exponent \( \lambda \) we have \( \Lambda_{V,\eta}(\omega_i) \leq \Re \lambda(\omega_i) \) by definition, and hence

\[
g_Q(\omega_i) \leq \Lambda_{V,\eta}(\omega_i) \leq \Re \lambda(\omega_i).
\]

We attach to \( \lambda \) the following set of spherical roots:

\[
I_{\eta,\lambda} := \{ \sigma_i \in S : g_Q(\omega_i) < \Re \lambda(\omega_i) \}.
\]
LEMMA 9.8. For $\lambda \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}}$ and $I = I_{\eta, \lambda}$ the following assertions hold:

1. $g|_{a_I} = \Lambda_{V, \eta}|_{a_I} = \text{Re} \lambda|_{a_I}$;
2. for all $\lambda' \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}}$ and $\sigma_I \not\subseteq I$ one has $\text{Re}(\lambda' - \lambda)(\omega_i) \geq 0$;
3. $\lambda|_{a_I} \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}, I}$;
4. if $\lambda' \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}}$ and $\text{Re} \lambda'|_{a_I} = \text{Re} \lambda|_{a_I}$, then $I_{\eta, \lambda'} \subseteq I_{\eta, \lambda}$.

Proof. (1) follows from (9.16) and (9.17), since $a_I$ is spanned by the $\omega_i$ for $\sigma_I \not\subseteq I$. Next, (2) follows from (1) together with (9.16). Moving on to (3), we argue by contradiction and assume that $\lambda|_{a_I} \not\in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}, I}$. Then there exist an $\gamma \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}, I}$ and a $\sigma \in \mathbb{N}_0 |S| \setminus |N_0| I$ such that $|\lambda - \sigma|_{a_I} = \gamma$. Since $\sigma|_{a_I} \neq 0$, this contradicts (2). Finally, (4) is obvious from the definition.

Let $\min^I_{\eta, \lambda} := \min \{ |\# I_{\eta, \lambda} : \lambda \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}} | \}$.

LEMMA 9.9. Let $(V, \eta)$ be an $H$-spherical tempered pair. Then there exists a $\lambda \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}}$ such that, for $I = I_{\eta, \lambda}$ and $\mu = \lambda|_{a_I}$, the following assertions hold:

1. $\# I = \min^I_{\eta, \lambda}$;
2. $\eta^\mu_{\mu, w} \neq 0$ for some $w \in W$.

Proof. Let $\gamma \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}}$ be such that assertion (1) holds for $I := I_{\eta, \gamma}$. According to Lemma 9.8 (3), we have $\gamma|_{a_I} \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}, I}$. For all $X \in S(a_I^\perp)$ we have $\text{Re} \gamma(X) \leq \lambda X \leq \Lambda_{V, \eta}(X)$.

If in addition $X \in a_I$, then Lemma 9.8 (1) implies $\text{Re} \gamma(X) = \lambda X = \Lambda_{V, \eta}(X)$.

Let $X \in a_I$ be the sufficiently generic element used in the construction of $L^\mu_{\mu, w}$ (above Lemma 9.4). By this construction and the one above Lemma 9.7, we infer that there exists a $\lambda \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}}$ with $\text{Re} \lambda(X) = \lambda X$ such that for some $w \in W$ we have $\eta^\mu_{\mu, w} \neq 0$, where $\mu := \lambda|_{a_I}$. It follows from (1) and Lemma 9.8 (4) that $I_{\lambda, \eta} = I$. Hence the assertion follows.

Pairs $(\lambda, w) \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}} \times W$ which satisfy the conditions of Lemma 9.9 will be called $\eta$-optimal.

Recall that $a_{Z_i} = a_Z$ and $a_{Z_i, E} = a_I$. For $\sigma \in I$ we define $\omega_{\sigma, I} \in a_Z$ by

- $\sigma'(\omega_{\sigma, I}) = \delta_{\sigma', \sigma}$ for $\sigma' \in I$;
- $\omega_{\sigma, I} \perp a_I$.

We note that $\omega_{\sigma, S}$ coincides with the previously defined $\omega_{\sigma}$. In general,

$$\omega_{\sigma, I} - \omega_{\sigma} \in a_I, \quad \sigma \in I. \quad (9.18)$$

Let now $(\lambda, w) \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}} \times W$ be $\eta$-optimal, $I = I_{\eta, \lambda}$ and $\mu = \lambda|_{a_I}$. We then define a linear functional $\Lambda_{V, \eta, I} \in a_Z^*$ by the following requirements:

- $(\Lambda_{V, \eta, I} - g q)|_{a_I} = 0$;
- $\Lambda_{V, \eta, I}(\omega_{\sigma, I}) = \min \{ \text{Re} \gamma(\omega_{\sigma, I}) : \gamma \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}} \text{ and } \text{Re} \gamma|_{a_I} = \mu \}$ for $\sigma \in I$. 
Lemma 9.10. Let \((V, \eta)\) be a \(Z\)-tempered and \((\lambda, w) \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}} \times \mathcal{W}\) be an associated \(\eta\)-optimal pair. Then
\[
(\Lambda_{V, \eta, I} - \rho Q)(\omega_{\sigma, I}) > 0, \quad \sigma \in I.
\] (9.19)

Proof. In view of the definition of \(\Lambda_{V, \eta, I}\) and (9.18), it is sufficient to check that \((\Lambda_{V, \eta, I} - \rho Q)(\omega_{\sigma}) > 0\) for all \(\sigma \in I\). Let now \(\gamma \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}}\) be such that \(\text{Re}\gamma|_{\mathfrak{a}_I} = \mu\). Then \(I_{\eta, \gamma} = I\) by Lemma 9.8 (4) and the minimality of \#I. Hence, \((\text{Re}\gamma - \rho Q)(\omega_{\sigma}) > 0\) by the definition of \(I_{\eta, \gamma}\).

Theorem 9.11. Suppose that \(Z\) is either absolutely spherical or of wave-front type. Let \((V, \eta)\) be an \(H\)-spherical tempered pair with \(V\) irreducible. Then, for every \(\eta\)-optimal pair \((\lambda, w) \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}} \times \mathcal{W}\), there exist a boundary degeneration \(Z_{w, I} = G/(H_w) I\) of \(Z = G/H\), a normalized unitary character \(\xi\) of \((H_w) I\), and a \((g, K)\)-embedding
\[
V \hookrightarrow L^2(\hat{Z}_{w, I}; \xi),
\]
where \(\hat{Z}_{w, I} := G/(H_w) I\). In particular, \(V\) is unitarizable.

Proof. Let \((\lambda, w) \in \mathcal{E}_{\text{lead}} \times \mathcal{W}\) be \(\eta\)-optimal, and let \(I = I_{\eta, \lambda}\) and \(\mu = \lambda|_{\mathfrak{a}_I}\). Then \(\eta_I := \eta_{I, w}^\mu \neq 0\), and recall that it is a continuous \((H_w) I\)-invariant functional. Hence, after replacing \(H\) by \(H_w\), we may assume that \(w = 1\).

As \(V\) is irreducible, the map
\[
\Phi: V^\infty \to C^\infty(Z_I),
\]
\[
v \mapsto m_{v, \eta_I},
\]
defines a \(G\)-equivariant injection. Notice that, by (9.13), all elements in \(\text{im} \Phi\) transform under the normalized unitary character \(a^\mu\) by the right \(A_I\)-action.

Recall the set \(W_I = \{w_1, I, \ldots, w_p, I\}\). For \(1 \leq i \leq p\) let \(w_i \in \mathcal{W}\) correspond to \(w_{i, I}\) as in Lemma 3.10. From (9.15) we get
\[
m_{j, I} \cdot (\eta_I|_{w_i, I}) = \eta_I^{j, w_i}
\]
for \(j = 1, \ldots, p\) and some \(m_{j, I} \in M\). Hence,
\[
m_{\eta_I, I}(aw_{j, I}, \cdot z_0, I) = m_{\eta_I, \cdot z_0, I}(m_{j, I} \cdot z_0, w_{j, I})
\] (9.20)
for all \(a \in A_Z\). Here \(z_{0, w_{j, I}}\) denotes the origin of \(G/(H_{w_j}) I\). It follows from (9.14), applied to the matrix coefficient on the right-hand side of (9.20), that all exponents belong to \(\Xi\) and restrict to \(\mu\) on \(\mathfrak{a}_I\). This being the case for all \(j = 1, \ldots, p\), we then infer from the definition of \(\Lambda_{V, \eta, I}\) that
\[
\Lambda_{V, \eta, I}(\omega_{\sigma, I}) \geq \Lambda_{V, \eta, I}(\omega_{\sigma, I}), \quad \sigma \in I,
\]
for the exponent defined by (6.20) for \(\eta_I\).

The theorem now follows by applying Theorem 8.5 to \(Z_I\) (see also Lemma 3.12), together with inequality (9.19). \qed
Remark 9.12. After a change of $P_{\text{min}}$ (and $A$) it is possible to get an optimal pair $(\lambda, w)$ such that $w=1$. In order to see that, note that

$$m_{v,\eta}(a\cdot z_w) = m_{w^{-1}v,\eta}(w^{-1}aw\cdot z_0).$$

We are allowed to change $(A, K, P_{\text{min}})$ to $\text{Ad}(w^{-1})(A, K, P_{\text{min}})$ without effect on the developed theory of power series expansions. The asserted reduction to $w=1$ follows.

Corollary 9.13. Assume that $Z$ is wave-front and let $(V, \eta)$, $(\lambda, w)$ be as above. Then there exist

1. a parabolic subgroup $P \supset Q$,
2. a Levi decomposition $P = GP U_P$,
3. a real spherical subgroup $H'_P \subset GP$ containing $(GP \cap H_w)_e$,
4. a twisted discrete series representation $\sigma$ of $GP/H'_P$

such that $V$ embeds equivariantly into the parabolically induced unitary representation $\text{Ind}_{GP}^G(\sigma \otimes 1)$.

Proof. Let $I$ be as in Theorem 9.11, and let $P = \bar{P}_F$ be as in Corollary 5.6, that is, $U_P \subset H_I \subset \bar{P}_F$. In view of Lemma 3.7, we have $U_P \subset (H_w)_I \subset \bar{P}_F$ as well. Hence, the assertion follows with $H'_P = (G_P \cap (H_w)_I)_e$ from Lemma 8.7.

Example 9.14. Let $G/H$ be a symmetric space as in Example 3.4. Then $Z$ is wave-front.

After possible change of $P$ to $w^{-1}Pw$ (see Remark 9.12), we may assume that there is a $\lambda \in E_{\text{lead}}$ such that $(\lambda, 1)$ is an $\eta$-optimal pair. After a further change of $P$ to $hPh^{-1}$ for some $h \in H$ (see [30, Theorem 1]), we may assume that $P$ is a $\sigma \theta$-stable parabolic subgroup. Then $H'_P = (G_P \cap (H_w)_I)_e$ is a symmetric subgroup in $GP$. Hence, Corollary 9.13 implies Delorme’s result from [12] (up to components of $G_P^\sigma$). The result of Langlands cited in the introduction then also follows.
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